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STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION
On September 5, 1991. the District Court entered the Partial Judgment and
Rule 54(b) Certification from which this appeal is taken. (R.1610-08.)' No party filed any
post-judgment motions relating to said Partial Judgment Plaintiff-Appellant Chief
Consolidated Mining Company timely filed its Notice of Appeal on September 11. 1991.
(R.1621-19.) Plaintiff-Appellant South Standard Mining Company timely filed its Notice
ofAppeal on September 13, 1991. (R.1624-22.) On December 16. 1991, the Utah Supreme
Court ruled that the District Court's Partial Judgment is eligible forcertification under Rule
54(b) and is final for purposes of appeal. The Utah Supreme Court has jurisdiction over
this appeal pursuant to Utah Code Ann. section 78-2-2(3)(j) (1991 Cum. Supp).
ISSUES PRESENTED
I. Whether the District Court erred in concluding as a matter of law that
notwithstanding the proven existence of a large and rich ore body in the Burgin Mine, and
notwithstanding the fact that the fundamental purpose of the Burgin Lease was for Sunshine
to mine that ore body, Sunshine has no express or implied obligation under the Burgin
Lease to perform any mining work other than the work required by the minimum
expenditure clause in the Lease0
II. Whether the District Court erred in concluding as a matter of law that
notwithstanding the known existence of numerous ore bodies in the Unit Tract, and
1 Multiple-page documents in the record on appeal are paginated in reverse
order, so multiple-page citations are also in reverse order.
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notwithstanding the fact that the fundamental purpose of the Unit Lease is for Sunshine to
mine those ore bodies, Sunshine has no express or implied obligation under the Unit Lease
to perform any mining work other than the work required by the minimum expenditure
clause in the Lease?
STANDARD OF REVIEW
The District Court reached the foregoing legal conclusions in granting a
motion for partial summary judgment filed by Defendants-Appellees. Summary judgment
is only appropriate if there is no genuine issue of material fact and the moving party is
entitled to judgment as a matter of law. Utah R. Civ. P. 56(c). In determining whether the
District Court correctly found that there is no genuine issue of material fact, this Court
views the facts and inferences to be drawn therefrom in the light most favorable to the
losing party. Ron Case Roofing and Asphalt Paving, Inc. v. Blomquist, 773 P.2d 1382. 1385
(Utah 1989). In determining whether the District Court properly entered judgment as a
matter of law, this Court gives no deference to the District Court's view of the law, but
reviews it for correctness. Id.
CONSTITUTIONAL ISSUES
There are no constitutional issues presented.
STATEMENT OF THE CASE
I. Nature of the Case.
This is an appeal from a partial summary judgment entered by the Fourth
District Court for Utah County, dismissing five of the seven Claims for Relief asserted by
Plaintiffs-Appellants ("Plaintiffs"). Plaintiffs seek reversal of the District Court's judgment
and a remand for a trial of the dismissed claims.
II. Course of Proceedings.
On June 26. 1990. Plaintiffs Chief Consolidated Mining Company (Chief)
and South Standard Mining Company ("South Standard") filed their Complaint (R.38-1) and
Jury Demand (R.41-39). Defendants Sunshine Mining Company, Sunshine Precious Metals,
Inc., and HMC Mining, Inc. (collectively "Sunshine")2 filed an Answer on July 25. 1990
(R.78-58), and an amended Answer on October 10, 1990 (R.234-10).
On June 21, 1991, Sunshine filed a Motion for Partial Summary Judgment
(hereinafter "Sunshine's Motion") (R.741-39) and Memorandum of Points and Authorities
in Support of Motion for Partial Summary Judgment (hereinafter "Sunshine's Memorandum
in Support") (R.877-777). On July 5. 1991, Chief filed its Brief in Opposition to Sunshine's
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment (hereinafter "Chiefs Brief in Opposition")
2 Plaintiffs have alleged that HMC Mining, Inc. is an alter ego of Sunshine
Precious Metals, Inc., and that Sunshine Precious Metals, Inc. is an alter ego of Sunshine
Mining Company. All three Defendants deny the alter ego allegations. For convenience
and ease of understanding. Plaintiffs throughout this Brief refer to all three Defendants
collectively as Sunshine, except where distinctions are necessary to understand certain
transactions and events. No issue in this appeal is affected by this nomenclature: no
implications are intended with respect to the alter ego issues.
(R.1073-03) and Exhibits in Opposition to Sunshine's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment
(hereinafter "Chiefs Exhibits") (R. 1175-1074).3 On July 19, 1991. Sunshine filed its Reply
to Chiefs Brief in Opposition to Sunshine's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment
(hereinafter "Sunshine's Reply Memorandum"). (R.1286-77.) On July 25, 1991, the District
Court entered a Ruling granting in part and denying in part Sunshine's Motion for Partial
Summary Judgment, and directing the entry of a final judgme-t as to Plaintiffs' First, Third,
Fifth, Sixth, and Seventh Claims for Relief. (R.1540-39.)4
On July 31, 1991, Chief filed its Combined Motion to Amend Judgment and
Motion for Reconsideration and Rehearing. (R.1552-47.) On August 6, 1991, Chief filed
its Brief in Support of Combined Motion to Amend Judgment and Motion for
Reconsideration and Rehearing. (R. 1565-58.) On August 8, 1991, South Standard filed its
Joinder in Chiefs Motions to Amend Judgment and for Reconsideration. (R.1557-55.) On
August 9, 1991, Sunshine filed its Brief in Opposition to Chiefs Motion to Amend
Judgment and Motion for Reconsideration and Rehearing. (R. 1573-66.) On August 14.
1991, the District Court entered a Ruling denying Chiefs Motions to Amend Judgment and
for Reconsideration and Rehearing. (R.1586.)
3 South Standard has elected for the most part to let Chief make arguments on
behalf of both Plaintiffs.
4 The court's Ruling is attached hereto as Addendum A pursuant to Utah R.
App. P. 24(f)(1). Further record citations to the Ruling are omitted.
III. Disposition in District Court.
On September 5. 1991, the District Court entered a Partial Judgment and
Rule 54(b) Certification, granting a final judgment of dismissal as to Plaintiffs' First, Third,
Fifth. Sixth, and Seventh Claims for Relief. (R. 1610-08.)' The trial of the Second and
Fourth Claims for Relief has been continued without date pending a final determination of
this appeal.
IV. Statement of the Facts.6
A. History of the Burgin Lease and the Unit Lease.
The East Tintic Mining District ("the District") is located in Utah and Juab
Counties, near the town of Eureka. The District contains several significant underground
ore bodies bearing silver, lead, zinc, gold, and other metals. (Complaint. U8 (R.34).)
In 1956, Chief, South Standard, and their predecessors in interest owned most
of the land in the District. These companies collectively leased their lands to Kennecott
Copper Corporation (through a subsidiary of Kennecott) pursuant to a Leases and Unit
Agreement ("the Unit Lease"). Under the Unit Lease, Kennecott acquired a fifty-year
mining tenancy on the 10,000 acre "Unit Tract," and Kennecott agreed to pay production
royalties to the Lessors. (Complaint. U9 (R.34).)
5 The court's Judgment is attached hereto as Addendum B pursuant to Utah
R. App. P. 24(f)(1). Further record citations to the Judgment are omitted.
6 In a summary judgment proceeding the existence or non-existence of a
genuine issue of material fact is determined by analyzing the pleadings and any depositions,
affidavits, or other submissions supporting or opposing the motion. Utah R, Civ. P. 56(c).
The following Statement of Facts is derived from all of these sources.
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Kennecott explored, developed, and mined various properties in the Unit
Tract and paid royalties to Chief, South Standard, and the other lessors. Among the mines
developed by Kennecott on the Unit Tract was the Burgin Mine, which between 1966 and
1978 produced over 1.8 million tons of ore containing silver, lead, and zinc. Chief was and
is the fee owner of the tract of land containing the Burgin Mine. (Complaint, HH 10-12
(R.34-33); Exhibit D in Chiefs Exhibits (R.1134-32).) Kennecott also developed the Trixie
Mine in the Unit Tract. The Trixie Mine contains ores bearing gold and silver. South
Standard was and is the fee owner of the tract of land containing the Trixie Mine.
(Complaint, HH 13-14 (R.33).)
In 1978, Kennecott ceased mining the Burgin Mine. The Burgin Mine was
removed from the Unit Lease and returned to Chief. Chief began looking for an
experienced underground mining company to resume operations at the Burgin Mine. On
October 15, 1980, Chief leased the Burgin Mine to Sunshine pursuant to a Mining Lease
and Agreement ("the Burgin Lease"). (Complaint, 1111 15-17 (R.33-32).)
In April, 1983, Kennecott sold all of its remaining interest in the Unit Lease
to HMC Mining, Inc. (hereinafter "HMC"). Two months later, Sunshine acquired all of the
stock of HMC. Since that time, Sunshine has operated on the Unit Tract and has exercised
all of HMC's rights as lessee under the Unit Lease. (Complaint, UU 18-19 (R.32).)
In summary, by June of 1983, Sunshine had become the lessee and operator
of the Burgin Tract and the Unit Tract. Chief was the sole lessor under the Burgin Lease.
By virtue of certain acquisitions. Chief and South Standard had become the sole lessors
under the Unit Lease. (Complaint, 11 20 (R.32).) The remainder of this Statement of Facts
is divided into sections that address the Burgin Lease and the Unit Lease separatelv.
B. Sunshine's performance under the Burgin Lease.
The Burgin Lease contains the following relevant provisions:
2.1 Chief hereby leases to Sunshine all of its right, title and interest
[in the Burgin Mine].
2.2.1 During the term of this Lease the rights granted to Sunshine
include the exclusive right to explore, develop and mine the property ....
2.3 Chief acknowledges that during the term of this Lease all
decisions with respect to the character of the work performed thereon bv
Sunshine under the terms of this Lease shall be solely those of Sunshine,
whose only obligation to Chief in this regard is that such work be performed
in a sound miner-like manner.
3.1 Subject to termination as provided herein, this Lease shall be for
a period of fifty (50) years commencing on [October 15, 1980] and ending on
October 14. 2030.
3.2 This Lease shall automatically renew for an additional twenty-five
(25) years on the same terms and conditions as set forth herein and shall
continue for so long as the property is in production, unless Sunshine shall
have notified Chief in writing of its intention not to continue this Lease for
the extended term ....
5.1 All exploration and development work and all mining on the
property shall be performed by Sunshine in a sound miner-like manner, and
except as to the amount of minimum annual work required by Section 5.2. the
amount and character of all work shall be in the sole and absolute discretion
of Sunshine.
5.2 Sunshine shall expend at least the following sums in exploration
and development on or for the benefit of the property during the periods
indicated: [$100,000 each year beginning in 1981] until net smelter return
royalties are payable to Chief.
5.2.1 Any exploration or development work in excess
of that amount set forth in Section 5.2 shall carry over and be
a credit for future years.
5.2.3 As used in Section 5.2, exploration and
development work includes all work as is customarily performed
in exploration and development work as that term is
understood in the mining industry and includes travel expense
of Sunshine's agents, employees or consultants and a reasonable
charge for administration and overhead expense of Sunshine.
6.1 Sunshine shall provide all funds as it in its sole mining judgment
deems necessary for the exploration, development and mining of the property.
7.1 Sunshine shall pay the following royalties to Chief:
7.1.1 On [October 15, 19811, a payment of an advance
royalty of $100,000.
7.1.2 Commencing on January 1, 1982 and on January
1 of each year thereafter, an advance royalty of $100,000.
7.1.3 Advance royalties shall terminate at the time
Chief commences to receive net smelter return royalties, as
provided in Section 7.2 ....
7.2 At such time as net smelter returns are realized from the
production of minerals from the property, Sunshine shall pay to Chief a
royalty equal to seven and one-half percent (7-1/2%) of such net smelter
returns (net smelter return royalty).
7.3 Until Sunshine shall have been reimbursed in full for all advance
royalties paid Chief pursuant to Section 7.2 hereof, Sunshine shall be entitled
to retain and apply to such reimbursement one dollar for each two dollars of
net smelter return royalties due Chief . , . .
14.1 If Sunshine should be prevented or delayed from performing any
of the obligations of this Lease by reason or act of nature, strike ... or any
other reasonable cause or causes, except lack of funds, then in such event any
such failure to perform shall be excused and not be deemed a breach of this
Lease ....
15.1 This Lease is upon and subject to the condition that if Sunshine
shall . . . (b) Fail to observe and perform faithfully any of the . . . covenants
or agreements herein contained, and on the part of Sunshine to be observed
and performed, and any such default shall continue for a period of sixty (60)
days after Chief shall give Sunshine written notice of such failure . . . [then]
Chief may declare Sunshine in default.
19.2 This Agreement shall be governed and interpreted in accordance
with the laws of the State of Idaho.
(See Exhibit A to Sunshine's Memorandum in Support (R.855-44).)"
Beginning in 1980, Sunshine conducted various exploration and development
activities on the Burgin Tract. Sunshine did not, however, ready the Burgin Mine for
production or mine any ores from the Burgin Tract. (Complaint, U21 (R.31).)
In October, 1984, Sunshine completed a detailed Mining Plan for the Burgin
Mine. The 1984 Mining Plan projected that Sunshine would receive a 40% per annum
return on its investment, and that net smelter returns to Sunshine would exceed $351
million by the end of 1994. Under the terms of the Burgin Lease. Chief would be entitled
to a 7-1/2% royalty on the net smelter returns. Sunshine did not implement its 1984 Mining
Plan as scheduled. Indeed, during 1985 Sunshine cut back on expenditures and activities
at the Burgin Mine. (Complaint, U22-24 (R.31-30).)
In May, 1988, Sunshine completed a four-volume Feasibility Study for the
Burgin Mine. The Feasibility Study concluded that it is feasible to develop and mine the
Burgin Ore Body, and the study projected that Sunshine would receive a 26% per annum
return on its investment in the Burgin Mine. Sunshine did not implement its 1988
7 The Burgin Lease is attached hereto as Addendum C pursuant to Utah R.
Civ. P. 24(f)(2). Further record citations to the Lease are omitted.
Feasibility Study, however, or any other plan to reopen the Burgin Mine. (Complaint Uli
33, 35-36 (R.28-27).)
Sunshine has reported that the Burgin Mine contains over 1 million tons of
"proven and probable ore reserves" bearing 23,903,536 ounces of silver, 275,090 tons of lead,
and 90,189 tons of zinc.8 The gross metallic value of the "proven and probable ore
reserves" in the Burgin Mine is approximately $400 million at current metals prices.
Sunshine has continually delayed the implementation of its purported plans to bring the
Burgin Mine back into production. Sunshine in fact has no intention to bring the Burgin
Mine back into production without the use of someone else's money, and then only if it can
obtain a return on its investment that is unreasonably high to demand. (Complaint, H43
(R.25).)
Furthermore, Sunshine has repeatedly misled Chief regarding Sunshine's true
intentions for the Burgin Mine; Sunshine has refused to negotiate in good faith with Chief
toward the formation of a joint venture to develop the Mine; Sunshine has mortgaged the
Mine for purposes unrelated to mining, without informing Chief; and Sunshine has
converted numerous items of mining equipment leased by Chief to Sunshine. For example,
in 1985, when Sunshine was cutting back on its expenditures for the Burgin Mine, Sunshine
was simultaneously making optimistic representations to Chief regarding Sunshine's
8 Under legal definitions promulgated by the United States Securities and
Exchange Commission, "proven and probable ore reserves" are those mineral deposits which
are established with a high degree of assurance and which can be mined economically (ix
at a profit to the mining company). See 46 Fed. Reg. 18949, Item 7A(a)(l), (2), (3). These
definitions apply to securities-related filings by registrants like Sunshine who are engaged
in significant mining operations.
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intention to reopen the Mine. (Complaint 11 23-24 (R.31-30).) In 1987, Chief proposed to
Sunshine a joint venture arrangement between the two companies to finance Burgin Mine
development by hypothecating the Burgin Ore Body. Sunshine never gave Chief an answer
to the proposal, and Sunshine failed to disclose that it had already hvpothecated its interest
in the Burgin Ore Body to secure a S135 million loan for corporate debt restructuring.
(Complaint 1111 27-30 (R.29).) In 1988, Sunshine told Chief that Sunshine was committed
to commencing work on the Burgin Mine by the end of that summer, but Sunshine did not
begin the work as represented. (Complaint. HH 35-36 (R.27).) In 1989, Chief gave Sunshine
another joint venture proposal. Although Sunshine had indicated its desire to find a joint
venture partner and its willingness to confer with Chief on a partnership. Sunshine never
responded to Chiefs proposal and refused even to begin good faith negotiations with Chief.
(Complaint HH 37-42 (R.27-25).) On various occasions over the years Sunshine has
removed from the Burgin Mine numerous items of mining equipment owned by Chief.
Sunshine used some of the equipment at its out-of-state mining operations, and sold other
of the equipment without making an accounting. (Complaint, HH 68-71 (R.18); Exhibit K
in Chiefs Exhibits (R.1076-74).) These actions constitute bad faith and unfair dealing on
Sunshine's part (Complaint, If 65 (R.19).)
Sunshine's acts of bad faith and its failure to bring the Burgin Mine back into
production have caused Chief injury in the delay of royalty income that Chief would have
received ifSunshine had performed under the Lease as required. (Complaint, H66 (R.19).)
Sunshine has not attempted to refute any of the foregoing allegations or
evidence in its Motion, Memorandum in Support, or Reply Memorandum. Sunshine relies
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solely upon the uncontested language of certain Burgin Lease provisions quoted above, and
upon the following additional uncontested facts: (1) Sunshine has complied with the
minimum expenditure requirement in section 5.2 of the Burgin Lease; and (2) Sunshine has
complied with the advance royalty provision in section 7.1 of the Lease. (See Sunshine's
Memorandum in Support at 5-7 (R.873-71); Chiefs Brief in Opposition at 7-8 (R. 1066-65).)
C. Sunshine's performance under the Unit Lease.
The Unit Lease contains the following relevant provisions:
ARTICLE I
GRANT
[Lessors lease the Unit Tract to Lessee] TO HAVE AND TO HOLD
said demised premises ... for mining purposes ... for a term commencing
as of September 1st, 1956, and expiring at noon on the first day of September
1st, 2006, unless sooner terminated or extended as hereinafter provided.
ARTICLE V
[LESSEE] COVENANTS
In consideration of the foregoing leases, [Lessee] does hereby covenant
and agree with the Lessors as follows:
1. Minimum Work Requirements, (a) During each of the first five
years from the date hereof to expend on exploration, development and mining
operations the sum of $100,000 on such portions of the land in the Unit Tract
as it shall deem advisable in order to determine the probability of the
presence of merchantable ores therein and to develop and mine the same.
... If [Lessee] shall expend a sum in excess of $100,000 in any of the first
five years, the amount in excess thereof may be carried forward as a credit
against the amount to be expended in any subsequent year of such five year
period. In the sixth year, [Lessee's] expenditures obligation shall be $100,000
and no credit from an earlier year may be applied thereto .... Beginning in
the seventh year and continuing throughout the life of this lease . . . [Lessee's]
minimum annual obligation to expend shall likewise be $100,000, which may
be satisfied to the extent of not more than $50,000 by a credit carried forward
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(c) ... [MJinimum work requirement expenditures shall include
depreciation of depreciable items . . . [and] home office overhead expenses
and supervisory salaries which are directly related to operations in the Unit
Tract including allocation ... of insurance, rent, clerical salaries, supplies,
telephone, telegram, and legal services.
3. Royalties. To pay royalties as follows:
(a) Before [Lessee has mined an average of 2,500 tons per
month for six months or has been fully reimbursed for pre-production
expenditures]: . . . 15% of any net smelter returns remaining after deducting
operating costs ....
(b) After [Lessee has mined an average of 2,500 tons per
month for six months or has been fully reimbursed for pre-production
expenditures]: . . . 37-1/2% of any net smelter returns remaining after
deducting operating costs. . . .9
5. Quality of Work. To perform all exploration, development, and
mining work in the premises leased herein in a minerlike fashion. All such
work shall at all times be under the sole control of, and be done in
accordance with, the exercise of the discretion and judgment of [Lessee] as
to time, place and method of operation.
7. Shipment and Conservation of Ores. To remove, insofar as
practicable and consistent with good mining practice, all commercial ore
encountered in exploration, development and mining operations in the Unit
Tract, to the end that said ores shall be preserved or removed and shall not
be wasted or left in an inaccessible condition. . . .
ARTICLE VI
FURTHER MUTUAL AGREEMENTS OF THE PARTIES
6. Termination by Lessors for Cause. If there shall be a violation by
[Lessee] of any covenant, or covenants, or agreements herein contained, and
Lessors owning 75% or more of the total acreage covered by these leases
shall send by registered mail addressed to [Lessee] written notice specifying
such violation and demanding possession of the premises . . . , and if at the
expiration of 90 days after the date of mailing said notice and demand the
9 The percentage of the net smelter return royalty to be paid to the Lessors has
been modified in subsequent amendments to the Unit Lease, but those amendments are not
in the record and accordingly they are of no moment in this appeal.
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violation still continues, the terms of all these leases shall then at the option
of Lessors . . . terminate and expire and the leasehold rights of [Lessee] in all
such premises shall become forfeited ....
9. Integration of Agreement - Amendments. This Agreement
constitutes the whole agreement between the parties. There are no terms,
obligations, covenants or conditions other than contained herein. No
variation thereof shall be deemed valid unless signed by the parties
representing 75% or more of the total acreage of the Unit Tract with the
same formality as this agreement.
11. Renewal. [Lessee] shall have the right to extend these leases and
this Agreement at the end of the first 50-year term for an additional term of
50 years on the same terms and conditions as shall then be in effect ....
(See Exhibit B to Sunshine's Memorandum in Support (R.836-06).)in
Shortly after Sunshine took over the Unit Lease in 1983, the Sunshine staff
completed a Three Year Operating Plan and Budget (the "1983 Operating Plan"), which
recommended a variety of exploration, development, and mining activities on several Unit
Lease target areas. Sunshine never acted upon the 1983 Operating Plan, however. Between
1983 and 1988, Sunshine's Unit Lease activities consisted of operating the Trixie Mine on
an intermittent basis at one-third or less of its capacity, and conducting sporadic,
inconclusive exploration and development activities elsewhere within the Unit Tract
(Complaint, U51-52 (R.23).)
In July, 1988, the Sunshine staff prepared a Special Report on Eureka
Operation Potential (the "1988 Special Report") and a Eureka Operations Resource
Inventory Summary Report (the "1988 Resource Inventory"). The 1988 Special Report
described fourteen exploration and development targets on the Unit Tract, and concluded
10 The Unit Lease is attached hereto as Addendum D pursuant to Utah R. App.
P. 24(f)(2). Further record citations to the Lease are omitted.
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that if aggressive exploration was started and maintained a production rate of 500 to 1,000
tons per day of precious metal bearing ore could be achieved. The 1988 Resource
Inventory identified sixteen exploration and development targets on the Unit Tract, and
described some of these targets as "excellent." (Complaint H53 (R.23-22).)
Despite the huge and excellent potential of the Unit Tract as described in the
1983 Operating Report, the 1988 Special Report, and the 1988 Resource Inventor)',
Sunshine has not undertaken any major exploration, development or mining activities on
the Unit Tract From 1983 through the present, Sunshine's activities on the Unit Tract have
consistently fallen below the level of diligence that a reasonable and faithful mining
company would have demonstrated. Sunshine has failed to exploit the full potential of the
Trixie Mine, and Sunshine has done virtually nothing to exploit or even explore the
numerous other Unit Lease targets described in the 1983 Operating Report, the 1988
Special Report, and the 1988 Resource Inventory. (Complaint, HU 54-55 (R.22).)
Furthermore. Sunshine has concealed from Chief the true Unit Lease rights
and responsibilities of Sunshine and HMC (Complaint HU 50, 56-57 (R.23. 21)). and
Sunshine has mortgaged the Unit Tract for non-mining purposes without informing Plaintiffs
(Complaint, If 97 (R.10)). These acts constitute bad faith and unfair dealing on Sunshine's
part. Id.
Sunshine has not attempted to refute any of the foregoing allegations in its
Motion. Memorandum in Support or Reply Memorandum. Nor has Sunshine offered any
undisputed facts in support of its Motion pertaining to the Plaintiffs' Unit Lease claims.
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except for the undisputed language of certain Unit Lease provisions quoted above. (See
Sunshine's Memorandum in Support at 7-8 (R.871-70).)
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
A lease of land for the exploration and development of
minerals is executed by the lessor in the hope and upon the
condition, either express or implied, that the land will be
developed for minerals. Hence, it would be unjust and
unreasonable, and contravene the nature and spirit of the lease,
to allow the lessee to continue to hold the land for any
considerable length of time without making a reasonable effort
to develop it according to the express or implied purpose of the
lease ....
Annot., Duty of lessee or purchaser of mineral rights other than oil or gas as to
development and operation. 60 A.L.R. 901, 901 (1929). Chiefand South Standard leased
their valuable lands to Sunshine under two long term mining leases, based upon the
justifiable expectation that Sunshine would endeavor to mine the leased properties and
thereby generate production royalties for Chief and South Standard. Sunshine has located
vast quantities of ore that hold the promise of millions of dollars in royalties for Chief and
South Standard, as well as millions of dollars in profits for Sunshine. ButSunshine refuses
to spend the money and perform the labor that are required to develop and mine these
ores. In addition, Sunshine has at times acted deceitfully and unfairly toward Chief and
South Standard. Sunshine's acts and omissions have been contrary to the fundamental
intent and purpose ofeach Lease, and contrary to Sunshine's express and implied covenants
in each Lease.
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Sunshine's defense is that it has complied with the minimum expenditure
clause in each Lease, and that it has no obligation under either Lease to do anv work in
excess of that required by the minimum expenditure clause, so that it cannot be in breach
of either Lease. This defense is meritless because under each Lease Sunshine has numerous
obligations in addition to the minimum expenditure obligation. Sunshine's performance of
its minimum expenditure obligation has no bearing on whether or not Sunshine has
performed its other obligations.
Chief alleges that Sunshine has breached the following covenants in the Burgin
Lease:
1. The express covenant to "provide all funds" necessary'
for exploration, development and mining. This provision
requires Sunshine to provide all funds that Sunshine itself
deems necessary for mine development. Sunshine has in fact
determined that the funding required for the development of
the Burgin Mine is substantially greater than that required to
satisfy the minimum expenditure clause.
2. The express covenant of "sound miner-like"
performance. This express provision requires Sunshine to
perform that work which would be performed by a reasonable
and skilled miner or mining company in the same situation.
Under the circumstances of this case, a "miner-like" level of
development and miningwork requires more than the minimum
level of expenditures.
3. The implied covenant of reasonable diligence. Under
Alumet v. Bear Lake Grazing Co., 812 P.2d 253 (Idaho 1991).
Sunshine has an implied-in-law obligation to conduct the mining
activities that would be conducted under the circumstances bv
a reasonable and prudent mining company acting in good faith.
Again, the required level of performance demands more than
can be accomplished with the minimum expenditure of funds.
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4. The implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing.
This implied-in-law covenant obligates Sunshine to refrain from
dishonesty, unreasonable recalcitrance, and theft Sunshine's
performance under the minimum expenditure clause has
nothing to do with whether Sunshine has breached this implied
covenant in the Burgin Lease.
Chief and South Standard allege that Sunshine has breached the following covenants in the
Unit Lease:
1. The express covenant to "remove all commercial ore
encountered." Because commercial" ores exist in abundance
on the Unit Tract, it is not possible to satisfy this requirement
by the mere expenditure of the minimum amount.
2. The express covenant to perform all work in a
"minerlike fashion." Under the circumstances surrounding the
Unit Lease, a reasonable and skillful mining company would
perform at a level requiring more than the minimum
expenditure.
3. The implied covenant of reasonable diligence.
Plaintiffs urge this Court to follow Alumet v. Bear Lake
Grazing Co., supra, and to rule as a matter of first impression
in Utah that where production royalties are the primary
consideration to the lessor under a mining lease, the lessee
must explore, develop, and mine reasonably and in good faith
to meet the lessor's reasonable expectation of receiving
production royalties from the lease. Sunshine cannot satisfy
this implied-in-law obligation by the expenditure of only the
minimum amount.
4. The implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing.
Under settled principles of Utah law. Sunshine's prevarications
and mischief constitute breach of the Unit Lease irrespective of
Sunshine's compliance or non-compliance with the minimum
expenditure clause in the Lease.
11 "Commercial" means minable at a profit to the mining company.
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If Chief and South Standard can prove the breaches that they have alleged,
then Sunshine is liable for the resulting damages and is subject to termination under the
terms of the Leases. It is no defense that Sunshine has complied with the minimum
expenditure requirements in the Leases, because those requirements do not define the full
extent of Sunshine's obligations. The express covenants listed above impose upon Sunshine
duties that are independent and cumulative of Sunshine's other express duties in the Leases.
The listed implied covenants prescribe standards of conduct that augment the other
standards in the Leases. All of the express and implied covenants that Sunshine has
breached are different from and potentially greater than the minimum expenditure
requirements. It is irrelevant that Sunshine happens to have performed under the minimum
expenditure clauses in the Leases.
If the allegations in the Complaint are true, then an ineffectual and
unprincipled mining company is tying up 10,000 acres of rich mining lands in Utah County.
Chief and South Standard are deprived of millions of dollars per year in royalties deferred
indefinitely, with no hope of obtaining a good and honest lessee until at least the year 2030.
The intent of the parties, common sense, and public policy - as reflected in the express and
implied covenants identified above - dictate that this should not continue. The District
Court's judgment, however, ensures that the situation will persist, because the judgment
gives no effect to the express and implied covenants that were designed to prevent this. The
District Court erred by failing to realize that under both Leases, Sunshine's obligations are
multi-faceted, not limited by any minimum expenditure requirement, and overridingly
governed by the requirements of good faith and reasonableness.
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The following Argument is divided into separate sections on the Burgin Lease
and the Unit Lease.
ARGUMENT
I. Sunshine Has Made Express and Implied Covenants in the Burgin Lease that Can and
Do Impose Upon Sunshine Certain Funding, Work, and Good Faith Obligations in Excess
of and Different from Sunshine's Minimum Expenditure Obligation.
In its First Claim for Relief, Chief seeks damages for Sunshine's breach of the
Burgin Lease. (Complaint, Ml 59-66 (R.20-I9).) In its Third Claim for Relief, Chief
requests a declaratory judgment that Chief is entitled to terminate the Burgin Lease on
account of Sunshine's continuing breaches. (Complaint, HH 73-76 (R.17-15).) The District
Court entered a summary judgment dismissing both of these claims on the reasoning that
(1) it is uncontested that Sunshine has complied with the express minimum expenditure
provision in the Burgin Lease, and (2) as a matter of law there are no express or implied
covenants in the Burgin Lease that require Sunshine to engage in exploration, development
or mining activity in excess of that required by the minimum expenditure clause. (See
Partial Judgment and Rule 54(b) Certification at 2.)
The District Court was in error because the Burgin Lease contains both
express and implied covenants that can and in these circumstances do require Sunshine to
spend more than $100,000 per year on the development of the Burgin Mine. Moreover, the
Burgin Lease contains an implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing that imposes
certain obligations having nothing to do with mining expenditures or activity. Chief should
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be permitted to prove at trial that Sunshine breached these express and implied covenants,
even though Sunshine admittedly has not breached the minimum expenditure requirement
A. Sunshine's express covenants.
I. The covenant to "provide all funds" necessary for development.
Chief alleges that Sunshine has breached the express covenant in section 6.1
of the Burgin Lease, which states that "Sunshine shall provide all funds as it in its sole
mining judgment deems necessary for the exploration, development, and mining of the
property." Chief alleges that Sunshine has breached section 6.1 as a result of Sunshine
management's refusal to provide the funds that the Sunshine mining engineers have
determined are necessary to develop the Burgin Mine and bring it into profitable
production. Sunshine management insists that it will not bring the Burgin Mine back into
production unless it can obtain development funds from a joint venturer. (Complaint. 11 62
(R.20).) Chief has also supplied documentary evidence that shows as follows: (1) It is
Sunshine's mining judgment that a new mining operation is feasible and profitable: (2) It
is Sunshine's mining judgment that $2.3 million is required for the next phase of mine
development; and (3) Sunshine proposes that a partner should provide 639r of forward costs
in return for a 50% working interest. (See Exhibit G in Chiefs Exhibits (R.1117-08).)
By its plain language, section 6.1 imposes a funding requirement upon
Sunshine. When Sunshine in its sole mining judgment determines that a certain amount of
money is necessary for exploration, development or mining of the property, section 6.1
requires Sunshine to provide that amount of money. Sunshine cannot use lack of funds or
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an unwillingness to provide funds as an excuse for failing to perform exploration,
development, or mining work. (In this regard, see also section 14.1 of the Burgin Lease:
the force majeure clause expressly excludes "lack of funds" from the list of causes that will
excuse Sunshine's performance.)
Section 6.1 in certain situations imposes upon Sunshine an obligation to
provide funding in excess of the $100,000 per year minimum funding required bysection 5.2
of the Lease. For example, if Sunshine's mining engineers in their mining judgment
determine that $2 million is necessary in a particular year for the next phase of mine
development, then section 6.1 plainly requires Sunshine management to provide $2 million
for such development.
Sunshine contends that section 6.1 cannot require more funding than section
5.2 requires, because section 5.2 is a "limit" on Sunshine's expenditure obligations. (See
Sunshine's Memorandum in Support at 12-13 (R.866-65).) To the contrary, section 5.2
provides that Sunshine shall expend "at least" $100,000 per year on or for the benefit of the
property. The term "at least" denotes a minimum obligation, not a maximum obligation.
Other sections of the Burgin Lease expressly refer to the requirement of section 5.2 as a
"minimum" requirement See, e.g., §§ 5.1, 5.3, 15.3. In ordinary usage, a "minimum"
obligation does not define the limit of an obligor's duty; satisfying a "minimum" requirement
does not necessarily entail satisfying all applicable requirements.
Sunshine attempts to support its interpretation of section 5.2 by recourse to
section 5.1, which states that "except as to the amount of minimum annual work required
by Section 5.2, the amount and character of all work shall be in the sole and absolute
discretion of Sunshine." This language does not accomplish what Sunshine would like. The
purpose of section 5.1 is to make clear that Sunshine, and not Chief, has decision-making
authority regarding the amount and character of all work to be performed by Sunshine's
employees and contractors. Section 5.1 ensures that Chief does not attempt to dictate
details such as which mining plan will be implemented or what schedule will be followed.
The decision-making discretion vested in Sunshine by section 5.1 is
circumscribed by Sunshine's enforceable obligations arising elsewhere under the Burgin
Lease. For example, section 5.3 of the Lease requires Sunshine to perform assessment work
on unpatented mining claims. Section 11.4 requires Sunshine to comply with all applicable
laws and regulations. Section 12.1 requires Sunshine to locate in Chiefs name anv open
and unlocated parcelsdiscovered within the property. Each of these obligations may require
Sunshine to expend money "on or for the benefit of the property," within the meaning of
section 5.2. If Sunshine was correct that section 5.1 gives Sunshine unfettered discretion to
refuse expenditures in excess of those required by section 5.2, then Sunshine would be
permitted to ignore sections 5.3, 11.4. and 12.1, so long as Sunshine is in compliance with
section 5.2. The absurdity of this result demonstrates the error in Sunshine's interpretation
of section 5.1.
Furthermore, Sunshine's interpretation of sections 5.1 and 5.2 reduces section
6.1 to meaningless surplusage. If, as Sunshine contends, section 6.1 never requires more
funding than section 5.2, then section 6.1 has no possible application. But the parties must
have intended section 6.1 to have some application, or they would not have included it in
the Lease. Because the Burgin Lease should be construed to give effect to all of its
provisions, Buehner Block Co. v. UWC Associates. 752 P.2d 892, 895 (Utah 1988), this
Court should reject Sunshine's interpretation of sections 5.1 and 5.2.
Sunshine's interpretation leads to still further results that are inconsistent with
the likely original intent of the parties. The $100,000 annual minimum expenditure
obligation under section 5.2 is subject to the following limitations: (1) it can be satisfied by
travel, administrative, and overhead expenses; (2) it can be satisfied by a credit carried
forward from past years in which expenditures exceeded $100,000 per year; and (3) it
applies only until net smelter return royalties are payable to Chief. Therefore, undei
Sunshine's interpretation of section 5.1, Sunshine can: (1) hold the property for 75 years
without funding anything but white collar salaries and travel; (2) cease all funding as soon
as it has spent a total of $7.5 million ($100,000 per year times 75 years); and/or (3) cease
all funding at the very moment that the production of valuable ores is first achieved. No
responsible lessee would ever propose such an unreasonable arrangement; no sane lessor
would ever accept it. It would defeat the purpose of a mining lease.
Even if one assumes that Sunshine's interpretation of the Burgin Lease is
defensible, Sunshine has at most established an ambiguity that requires resolution by the
jury. Under Idaho law, which governs the Burgin Lease, an agreement is ambiguous if it
is "reasonably subject to two differing interpretations." Johnson Cattle Co. v. Idaho First
National Bank. 716 P.2d 1376, 1379 (Idaho App. 1986). The question of whether or not an
agreement is ambiguous is for the court to decide as a matter of law. Delancy v. Delancy,
714 P.2d 32, 34 (Idaho 1986). If the contract is not ambiguous, its interpretation is another
question of law, to be determined by the trial judge rather than by a jury. Hoffman v.
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United Silver Mines. Inc.. 775 P.2d 132, 137 (Idaho App. 1989). But "if a contract is
ambiguous, its meaning turns on the underlying intent of the parties. Intent is a question
of fact, to be determined by a jury in light of the language of the entire agreement, the
parties' conduct the course of prior negotiations, and other extrinsic information." Id. See
*ho Woodvine v. Triangle Dairy. Inc.. 682 P.2d 1263, 1269 (Idaho 1984)("The determination
of what the parties to a contract have actually agreed to is a question of fact for the trier
of fact to determine.").
The District Court in this case should not have adopted Sunshine's
interpretation of the Burgin Lease over Chiefs competing interpretation in the context of
a summary judgment motion. If Chiefs interpretation is not correct as a matter of law. then
there exist genuine issues of material fact regarding the interpretation of the Lease, because
Chiefs interpretation is reasonable at the very least. A rational jury could agree with
Chiefs interpretation, and could find that Sunshine breached section 6.1 of the Burgin
Lease by refusing to provide the money that Sunshine in its mining judgment determined
is necessary to develop the Burgin Mine. Therefore, it was error for the District Court to
adopt Sunshine's interpretation as a matter of law.
2. The covenant to perform all work in a "sound miner-like manner."
Chief alleges that Sunshine has breached the express covenant in section 5.1
of the Burgin Lease that "[a]II exploration and development work and all mining on the
property shall be performed by Sunshine in a sound miner-like manner."12 Chief alleges
12 See also section 2.3 of the Lease, which states: "Chief acknowledges that
during the term of this Lease all decisions with respect to the character of the work
(continued...)
that Sunshine has breached the covenant of minerlike work by failing to take minerlike steps
to develop and mine the one million tons of "proven and probable ore reserves" in the
Burgin Mine. (Complaint, H64 (R.20-19).)
Chief submits that to perform all work in a "sound miner-like manner" means
to perform that work which would be performed under the circumstances by a reasonable
and skilled miner or mining company. Although there are no published cases that define
the term "minerlike," Chiefs interpretation is supported by cases construing the closely
analogous terms "workmanlike" and "farmerlike." See, e_£, J.W. Hancock Enterprises, Inc.
v. Registrar of Contractors. 617 P.2d 19, 22 (Ariz. 1980) ("workmanlike manner" means "an
ordinarily skilled manner as a skilled workman should do it"); Prouse v. Ransom, 791 P.2d
1313, 1317 (Idaho App. 1989) ("farmerlike" work is judged by a standard ofgood faith and
objective reasonableness; jury instruction that "farmerlike manner" means "farming asgood
farmers usually do" is affirmed).
Sunshine's obligation to perform all work in a "sound miner-like manner" --
like Sunshine's obligation to "provide all funds" - can in certain circumstances require
Sunshine to do more than is required by the minimum expenditure clause in section 5.2 of
the Lease. For example, if a reasonable and skilled miner would mine the "proven and
probable ore reserves" in the Burgin Mine, then the covenant of minerlike work requires
12(...continued)
performed thereon by Sunshine under the terms of this Lease shall be solely those of
Sunshine, whose only obligation to Chief in this regard is that such work will be performed
in a sound miner-like manner."
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Sunshine to mine the reserves, even if the minimum expenditure clause requires nothing of
Sunshine under the circumstances.
The arguments made with regard to section 6.1 on pages 22-24. supra, are
equally applicable here to establish that Sunshine does not have discretion to ignore the
minerlike work requirement merely because Sunshine has satisfied the minimum
expenditure requirement Indeed, the conclusion is even strongerwith regard to Sunshine's
obligation of minerlike performance, because sections 2.3 and 5.1 of the Burgin Lease both
expressly make Sunshine's decision-making authority subject to the "sound miner-like
manner" requirement. The parties expressly agreed that Sunshine does not have discretion
to make decisions that result in unminerlike performance.
Sunshine did not discuss the covenant of minerlike performance in any of its
briefs in the District Court. The court nevertheless disallowed Chiefs claim in this regard,
based on the court's legal conclusion that Sunshine has no mining obligations under the
Burgin Lease in excess of the minimum expenditure obligation. Given the reasonableness
of Chiefs interpretation that the minerlike work requirement can (and in this case does)
impose a duty in excess of the minimum expenditure requirement, any contrary
interpretation at most creates an ambiguity that precludes summary judgment. Because
there exist genuine issues of material fact regarding the interpretation of the Burgin Lease,
the District Court erred by adopting Sunshine's interpretation as a matter of law.
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B. Sunshine's implied covenants.
I. The implied covenant of reasonable diligence.
Chief alleges that Sunshine has breached an implied covenant in the Burgin
Lease that Sunshine will reasonably and in good faith explore, develop, and mine
commercial ores in the Burgin Tract Despite Sunshine's understanding and belief that
mining the Burgin Mine would be profitable, and despite the fact that Sunshine has had
ample funds for mine development, Sunshine has not even started to bring the Burgin Mine
back into production. (Complaint, If 63 (R.20).) Sunshine believes that a new mining
operation is feasible, but Sunshine proposes that it should spend only 379? of the money
necessary for the project. (See Exhibit G in Chiefs Exhibits (R.1117-08).)
The long-recognized law of implied covenants in mining leases is summarized
in Annotation, Duty of lessee or purchaser of mineral rights other than oil or gas as to
development and operation. 60 A.L.R. 901 (1929):
[W]here the consideration for the lease of land for the
mining of minerals therefrom is the agreement by the lessee to
pay a royalty on the product mined, this stipulation is construed
to indicate it to be the intention of the parties that the lessee
shall develop the leased premises for minerals to the mutual
profit of himself and the lessor, and from this presumed intent
there springs the implied obligation on the part of the lessee to
develop the premises and mine the product within a reasonable
time.
Id. at 901-02. The cases recognizing these principles are legion, and the jurisdictions in
which these principles have been established are too numerous to list.13 It is surely
13 See, e^, Dulin v. West 528 P.2d 411 (Colo. App. 1974); Shoni Uranium
Corp. v. Federal-Radorock Gas Hills Partners. 407 P.2d 710 (Wyo. 1965); Taylor v.
Kingman Feldspar Co., 18 P.2d 649 (Ariz. 1933).
sufficient to refer to the exhaustive annotation just quoted, to the equally exhaustive
supplement to that annotation14, and to recent articles on the subject15 Numerous other
treatises, encyclopedias, and law review articles could be cited, but these principal reference
sources ably explain the general rule, which is:
[Wjhere the principal consideration to the lessee is his
expectation of receiving royalties, there is an implied obligation
on the part of the lessee to diligently explore and develop the
premises so that the lessor may obtain the expected income that
induced him to grant the lease.
54 Am. Jur. 2d Mines and Minerals § 130, at 312 (1971).
Idaho law16 on the implied covenant to mine is contained in a trilogy of cases
known as Alumet I. Alumet II. and Alumet III. Alumet v. Bear Lake Grazing Co., 732 P.2d
679 (Idaho App. 1986) ("Alumet I") involved the lease of a phosphate mine for a primary
term of fifteen years. The lessee did not begin removing ore until just prior to the
expiration of the primary term of the lease. During the ensuing six years the lessee's mining
operations generated $9,000 in royalties for the lessor. The lessor then notified the lessee
14 Annot, Implied obligation of purchaser or lessee to conduct search for.
or to develop or work premises for, minerals other than oil and gas. 76 A.L.R.2d 721
(1961).
15 R. Adams, The Implied-in-Law Covenant to Develop and Mine in Hard
Mineral Leases: Archer v. Mountain Fuel Supply Co., 19 Idaho L. Rev. 633 (1983): Pech,
Project Shutdown or Slowdown: Agreement Clauses We Wish We Had (Or Didn't Have).
29 Rocky Mt. Min. L. Inst 241 (1983); M. Adams, Minimum Work Clauses in Mining
Leases, 21 Rocky Mt Min. L. Inst. 535 (1975); Swenson, Development Covenants in Solid
Mineral Leases. 1 Natural Res. J. 271 (1961).
16 The Burgin Lease expressly states that it is to be governed and interpreted in
accordance with the laws of the State of Idaho. See Burgin Lease, § 19.2.
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that the lease was to be terminated because of the lessee's "failure to properly conduct good
faith mining operations on the leased premises." Id. at 681-82.
The district court found that the lessee's mining levels had not been
substantial and ordered the lessee to conduct a specified amount of mining or the lease
would be terminated. Id. at 682. The court of appeals found that the lease did not contain
any express covenant to develop, but that development of a mine nevertheless was
contemplated by the parties. "In decidingwhether to impose a covenant to mine, the courts
look at such factors as the payments received, the length of the primary term of the lease,
and the certainty of the presence of minerals." ]d. at 683. Because (1) the annual rentals
were deductible from the production royalties, (2) there was no provision for escalating
periodic payments, (3) the primary term of the lease was fifteen years, with a possibly
lengthy renewal term, and (4) the presence of a large ore body was relatively certain, the
court concluded that "this is a proper case for implying a covenant to develop and actively
mine." Id- at 684.
The court then stated that when the implied covenant is imposed, "the lessee's
actions will be judged under a good faith standard - often described in terms such as
reasonable diligence, due diligence, ordinary diligence, or ordinary prudence." ]d. at 684.
Because the district court had not made any findings on the "reasonably prudent operator'
issue, the court of appeals remanded the case to the district court. Id. at 685.
After proceedings in the district court on remand, the case returned to the
court of appeals in Alumet v. Bear Lake Grazing Co., 812 P.2d 286 (Idaho App. 1989)
("Alumet II"). On remand from Alumet I, the district court had determined that a
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reasonably prudent mining company would have mined one million tons of ore per year, and
the court allowed one year for the lessee to mine one million tons of ore in order to cure
of its breach of this requirement 812 P.2d at 289. On appeal in Alumet II. the court of
appeals held that the district court had properly weighed the economic, environmental, and
competitive conditions affecting the lease, and the district court had "also correctly
perceived good faith to the part of the lessee's duty." Id. at 291. The court of appeals
affirmed the ultimate finding that "a reasonably prudent lessee, operating in good i.i,;h to
effectuate the purpose of the lease, could have reached a production level of one million
tons annually by the time this case was tried." Id. at 292.
The Idaho Supreme Court issued its opinion in Alumet v. Bear Lake Grazing
Co., 812 P.2d 253 (Idaho 1991) ("Alumet III"). Because the parties had not appealed the
decision in Alumet I. the doctrine of law of the case prohibited the supreme court from
reviewing the court of appeals' original determination that the lease contained an implied
covenant to actively mine the premises. 812 P.2d at 257. Nevertheless, the supreme court
in Alumet HI outlined the law of implied covenants in mining leases, in a manner reflecting
complete approval of Alumet I. "Where the principal consideration to the lessor is his
expectation of receiving royalties, there is an implied obligation on the part of the lessee to
diligently explore, develop, and work (mine) the premises so that the lessor may obtain the
expected income that induced him to grant the lease." 812 P.2d at 257 (quoting Annot,
Implied obligation of purchaser or lessee to conduct search for, or to develop or work
premises for, minerals other than oil and gas, 76 A.L.R.2d 721. 725 (1961)). "Under the
prudent operator test, a lessee must continue reasonable development of leased premises
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to secure profits for the common advantage of both lessor and lessee. The lessee may be
expected and required to do that which a prudent operator would do to develop and protect
interests of both parties." Id. "All authorities we have found agree that when implied
covenants to develop or to mine are imposed, the lessee's actions will be judged under a
good faith standard - often described in terms such as reasonable diligence, due diligence,
ordinary diligence or ordinary prudence. In other words, the court will compare the lessee's
actions with those of a reasonably prudent, similarly situated businessman." Id. at 258
(quoting Alumet 1, 732 P.2d at 684).
Although the supreme court agreed with the court of appeals' explication of
the implied covenant, the supreme court reversed and remanded the case because there was
no evidence in the record of what a similarly situated, reasonably prudent operator would
do under the circumstances. Id. at 260. Furthermore, certain language in the court of
appeals' ruling appeared to impose upon the lessee an "onerous burden to mine and
develop when market and economic conditions are not favorable." Id. On remand the
lower courts would be guided by the supreme court's holding that the "implied obligation
of a lessee to exercise reasonable diligence in development and mining may be suspended,
or totally terminated, if the market and economic conditions are such that development
would result in a net loss to the lessee." Id. at 261. The results on remand are not yet
known, and there is as yet no Alumet IV.
The Alumet trilogy requires the imposition of an implied-in-law covenant of
reasonable diligence in the Burgin Lease, because production royalties obviously were the
principal consideration to Chief in entering into the Lease. The express terms of the Lease
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include a 7-1/2 % production royalty to Chief. The $100,000 per year advance rovalty is
non-escalating. Moreover, the advance royalty payments are deductible by Sunshine from
production royalty payments. These factors, together with the extremely long term of the
Burgin Lease (50 year primary term plus 25 year renewal term), demonstrate that
production royalties were the primary' consideration to Chief in entering into the Lease. See
Alumet I. 732 P.2d at 683-84.
The evidence outside of the four corners of the Burgin Lease makes the
conclusion inescapable.17 Prior to the execution of the Burgin Lease. Sunshine led Chief
to believe that Sunshine would promptly and properly conduct all work necessary to bring
the Burgin Mine back into production. None of Sunshine's representatives indicated that
Sunshine might take an extended period of time to conduct the necessary work or refuse
to spend the necessary money. Chief would not have entered into the Burgin Lease if
Sunshine had indicated that it might do these things. (See Deposition of Howard Weitz,
Exhibit E in Chiefs Exhibits, at 32-35 (R.1129-27).) The presence of a large and rich ore
body was and is highly certain. (See Sunshine Mining Company Board Minutes for October
8-9, 1980. Exhibit D in Chiefs Exhibits (R. 1134-32); Sunshine Mining Companv Press
Release of October 9, 1980, Exhibit F in Chiefs Exhibits (R.1120-19): Sunshine's
Presentation to Chiefs Board of Directors on December 15, 1988, Exhibit G in Chiefs
17 Parol evidence is properly considered in determining whether to impose an
implied covenant of reasonable diligence. Alumet I, 732 P.2d at 685.
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Exhibits (R.1117-08).) These circumstances strongly support the imposition of an implied-
in-law covenant of reasonable diligence in this case.19 Alumet I. 732 P.2d at 683-84.
Sunshine argues, however, that the Alumet cases 6o not support Chief because
courts will not imply a covenant that is inconsistent with an express provision in a mining
lease addressing the amount of work required of the lessee. (See Sunshine's Replv
Memorandum at 1-2 (R.1285-84).) This argument is unpersuasive because the implied
covenant of reasonable diligence is not inconsistent with any provision in the Burgin Lease.
There is no provision in the Lease that limits the amount of mining work that
may be required of Sunshine under its various express and implied covenants. See pp. 22-
24, supra. If Sunshine in 1980 intended that it should not be bound by the implied-in-law
covenant of reasonable diligence in the Burgin Lease, then Sunshine should have included
an express statement in the Lease to that effect
For the lessee to have a reasonable hope that a minimum work
clause will cause a court not to imply covenants, the clause
should contain clear language providing that in consideration of
the clause and other express provisions of the lease, the lessor
agrees that no covenants relating to exploration, development,
18 See also footnote 8, supra p. 10, regarding the significance of "proven and
probable ore reserves" as demonstrating the economic viability of the project.
19 These circumstances also strongly support the imposition of an implied-in-
fact covenant to the same effect. An implied-in-fact term is a "tacit promise, one that is
inferred in whole or in part from expressions other than words on the part of the
promisor." Allstate Enterprises, Inc. v. Heriford, 772 P.2d 466, 468 (Utah App. 1989)
(quoting 1 Corbin on Contracts § 17, at 38). See also Transamerica Leasing Corp. v.
Van's Realty Co.. 427 P.2d 284, 294 (Idaho 1967); Olmstead v. Heidelberg Inn, Inc., 673
P.2d 76, 80 (Idaho App. 1983). The allegations and evidence adduced by Chief show
amply for summary judgment purposes that when Sunshine entered into the Burgin
Lease it tacitly promised to work vigorously on the fantastically promising Burgin Mine
project.
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mining, marketing or any other matter will be implied into the
lease and that the principles of implied covenants will not be
used to construe or interpret the lease. Even then, it would be
imprudent for the lessee to assume that his lease is free from
the potential impacts of implied covenants.
M. Adams, supra. 21 Rocky Mt. Min. L. Inst, at 548-49; cf. id at 545. See aJso Ionno v.
Glen-Gerv Corp.. 443 N.E.2d 504. 506-07 (Ohio 1983) ("Inasmuch as the lease in question
contains no express disclaimer of the covenant to develop within a reasonable time, the
instant case clearly falls within the general rule [regarding the duty to operate with
reasonable diligence].")
The Burgin Lease contains no merger, integration, or other exclusionary
clause of any kind whatsoever. Sunshine failed to include in the Burgin Lease any language
remotely resembling the language that courts have accepted as sufficient to defeat the
implied covenant of reasonable diligence.20 Sunshine even failed to include a "boilerplate"
integration clause.21 These remarkable omissions - together with the facts discussed above
in support of the implied covenant -- at least raise a genuine issue of material fact regarding
whether the parties intended to negate the implied covenant.
In summary, the Alumet cases establish a controlling rule for Chiefs Burgin
Lease claims: If production royalties were the primary consideration to Chief in entering
20 See Inman v. Milwhite. 292 F.Supp. 789, 791, 795 (E.D. Ark. 1967). aff'd. 402
F.2d 122 (8th Cir. 1968), where the implied covenant was defeated by a lease provision that
the minimum annual royalty "shall be in lieu of all development of [sic] operation for the
year for which it is paid."
21 For example: "This agreement is the complete and entire understanding and
agreement between the parties and each party acknowledges that there are no rights,
promises, representations, warranties, understandings, agreements, or obligations between
the parties not expressed in this agreement."
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into the Lease, then Sunshine is bound by an implied covenant of reasonable diligence.
Chiefs allegations and evidence establish amply for summary judgment purposes all of the
facts necessary to imply a covenant of reasonable diligence in the Burgin Lease. There is
no inconsistency between the implied covenant and any of the express provisions in the
Burgin Lease. There is no language in the Lease sufficient to negate the implied covenant.
The District Court therefore erred by holding as a matter of law that there is no implied
covenant to explore, develop, or mine in the Burgin Lease. The implied-in-law covenant
of reasonable diligence is an overriding obligation that can, and in this case does, require
more of Sunshine than the minimum expenditure clause requires.
2. The implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing.
Chief alleges that Sunshine has breached an implied covenant of good faith
and fair dealing in the Burgin Lease. Specifically, Sunshine has repeatedly misled Chief
regarding its intentions for the Burgin Mine. Although Sunshine insists upon a joint venture
partner as a precondition to developing the Mine, Sunshine has refused to negotiate in good
faith with Chief toward the formation of a joint venture. Sunshine has converted various
items of leased mine equipment belonging to Chief. Sunshine surreptitiously mortgaged the
Burgin Mine for purposes unrelated to mining the Burgin Mine. (Complaint, H65 (R.19).)
In Idaho the principle is well-established that "(g]ood faith and fair dealing are
implied obligations of every contract." Luzar v. Western Surety Co.. 692 P.2d 337, 340
(Idaho 1984). Although the Idaho appellate courts have not expressly defined the
obligations imposed by the covenant of good faith and fair dealing, Utah courts have
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defined the obligations as follows: "The parties to a contract must deal fairly and honestly
with each other." Rio Algom Corp. v. Jimco Ltd., 618 P.2d 497. 505 (Utah 1980). "To
comply with [its] obligation to perform a contract in good faith, a party's actions must be
consistent with the agreed common purpose and justified expectations of the other partv."
St. Benedict's Development Co. v. St. Benedict's Hospital, 811 P.2d 194. 200 (Utah 1991).
The implied covenant of good faith "forbids arbitrary action by one party that disadvantages
the other." Resource Management Co. v. Weston Ranch and Livestock Co., 706 P.2d 1028,
1037 (Utah 1985). "[E]ach [party to a contract] has the right to assume that the other will
perform the duties he agrees to with reasonable care, competence, diligence, and good faith,
even though such terms are not expressly spelled out in the contract, and if failure to so
perform those duties results in damage to the other party he is entitled to recover for
breach of the contractual duties." State Automobile and Casualty Underwriters v. Salisbury.
494 P.2d 529. 531 (Utah 1972).
It is clear that Chiefs allegations of misleading representations, an undisclosed
mortgage, conversion of equipment, and refusal to deal in a joint venture are sufficient to
state a cause of action for breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing. Sunshine
has not attempted to disprove Chiefs allegations of bad faith or to argue that the
allegations fail to state a claim upon which relief can be granted. Sunshine instead has
attempted to characterize this aspect of Chiefs Burgin Lease claims as another instance of
Chief attempting to impose a duty in excess of the minimum expenditure clause The
District Court apparently agreed with Sunshine's characterization, because the court granted
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summary judgment on this aspect of Chiefs claims for the same reason the court granted
summary judgment on the other aspects.
The District Court erred in this instance because this aspect of Chiefs case
does not depend upon or attempt to impose any exploration, development, or mining
obligation in excess of the minimum expenditure obligation. This aspect of Chiefs case is
based upon allegations of Sunshine's dishonesty, secrecy, and theft in dealings with Chief.
This aspect therefore survives summary judgment even if the District Court was correct on
the duty to mine issue. Accordingly, the District Court erred by dismissing Chiefs First and
Third Claims for Relief.
II. Sunshine Has Made Express and Implied Covenants in the Unit Lease than Can and
Do Impose Upon Sunshine Certain Funding, Work, and Good Faith Obligations in Excess
of and Different from Sunshine's Minimum Expenditure Obligation.
In its Fifth Claim for Relief, Chief seeks damages for Sunshine's breach of the
Unit Lease. (Complaint, H11 92-100 (R.ll-9).) In its Sixth Claim for Relief, Chief seeks
damages for Sunshine's tortious interference with Chiefs economic relations through the
use of improper means to prevent HMC from performing under the Unit Lease.
(Complaint, 1W 101-07 (R.8-5).) In their Seventh Claim for Relief, Chief and South
Standard both seek a declaration that they are entitled to terminate the Unit Lease on
account of Sunshine's continuing breaches. (Complaint, UK 108-12 (R.4-3).) The District
Court entered a summary judgment dismissing all three of these claims on the same
reasoning that the court employed with respect to Chiefs Burgin Lease claims: (1) it is
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uncontested that Sunshine has complied with the express minimum expenditure provision
in the Unit Lease; and (2) as a matter of law there are no express or implied covenants in
the Unit Lease that require Sunshine to engage in any exploration, development, or mining
activity in excess of that required by the minimum expenditure clause. (See Partial
Judgment and Rule 54(b) Certification at 2.)
Sunshine has failed to adduce any evidence in the record in support of the
assertion that Sunshine has complied with the minimum expenditure provision in the Unit
Lease. In order to promote the speedy resolution of this case on the merits, however, Chief
and South Standard concede that Sunshine has complied with the minimum expenditure
clause. Nevertheless, the District Court's judgment is in error because, contrary to the
court's legal conclusion, the Unit Lease contains both express and implied covenants that
can. and in these circumstances do, impose obligations greater than and different from
Sunshine's minimum expenditure obligation. Chief and South Standard should be permitted
to prove at trial that Sunshine breached these express and implied covenants.
A. Sunshine's Express Covenants.
1. The covenant to "remove all commercial ore encountered."
Chief and South Standard allege that Sunshine has breached article V,
paragraph 7 of the Unit Lease, which requires Sunshine "[t]o remove, insofar as practicable
and consistent with good mining practice, all commercial ore encountered in exploration,
development and mining operations in the Unit Tract, to the end that said ores shall be
preserved or removed and shall not be wasted or left in an inaccessible condition."
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Specifically, Chief and South Standard allege that Sunshine has not adequately explored,
developed, or mined the Trixie Mine or any of the numerous targets described in the 1983
Operating Report, the 1988 Special Report, and the 1988 Resource Inventory. (Complaint
HU 95, 108-09 (R.10, 4).)
By its plain language, article V, paragraph 7 of the Unit Lease imposes a
mining requirement upon Sunshine. When Sunshine encounters commercial ore in its
exploration, development, or mining activities on the Unit Tract, article V, paragraph 7
requires Sunshine to remove that ore. Sunshine is not permitted to leave in the ground any
ore that could be extracted at a profit by good and practicable mining methods.
The "remove all commercial ore encountered" provision in article V.
paragraph 7 of the Unit Lease can in certain circumstances require Sunshine to spend more
money than is required by the $100,000 annual minimum expenditure clause in article V.
paragraph 1. If the removal of all commercial ore encountered would require the
expenditure of $1 million in a particular year, then compliance with article V, paragraph 7
obviously would require the expenditure of more than the minimum amount required by
article V, paragraph 1.
Contrary to Sunshine's position, there is no inconsistency in interpreting the
"remove all commercial ore" clause to require more than the minimum expenditure clause
in certain situations. The minimum expenditure clause was not intended as a limit on
Sunshine's mining obligations. The minimum expenditure requirement can be satisfied by
non-mining expenditures on items ranging from clerical salaries to home office overhead
expenses. The requirement can be satisfied up to 50% with excess expenditures carried
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forward from past years. And of course, the requirement is repeatediv referred to in the
Unit Lease as a "minimum" requirement, not as a maximum requirement. Nothing in the
Unit Lease supports the idea that Sunshine's exploration, development, and mining
obligations are completely subsumed within the minimum expenditure clause.
Under Utah law", "a contract's interpretation may be either a question of
law. determined by the words of the agreement, or a question of fact, determined by
extrinsic evidence of intent." Kimball v. Campbell, 699 P.2d 714, 716 (Utah 1985). An
ambiguity raises a question of fact for the trier of fact to determine. Id. "It is the general
rule that if an agreement is ambiguous because of lack of clarity in the meaning of
particular terms, it is subject to parol evidence as to what the parties intended with respect
to those terms." Colonial Leasing Co. of New England, Inc. v. Larsen Brothers
Construction Co., 731 P.2d 483. 487 (Utah 1986). "[T]he rule also applies where the
character of the written agreement itself is ambiguous even though its specific terms are not
ambiguous." Id. "Only when contract terms are complete, clear, and unambiguous can thev
be interpreted by the judge on a motion for summary judgment" Id.
It was error for the District Court to adopt Sunshine's interpretation of the
L nit Lease over Plaintiffs' competing interpretation in the context of a summary judgment
motion. Chief and South Standard have advanced a reasonable interpretation of the Lease
under which the "remove all commercial ore" provision in article V. paragraph 7 imposes
22 There is no choice of law provision in the Unit Lease. Because the Lease
pertains to real property located within Utah, and because performance is to be rendered
in Utah, the laws of Utah govern the construction and enforcement of the Unit Lease.
Morris v. Svkes. 624 P.2d 681. 683-84 (Utah 1981).
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an obligation that in some circumstances may be greater than the minimum expenditure
obligation in article V, paragraph 1. Even if Sunshine's interpretation has merit (which it
does not). Sunshine has at most established an ambiguity which must be resolved by the
trier of fact.
2. The covenant to perform all work in a "minerlike fashion."
Chief and South Standard allege that Sunshine has breached the express
covenant in article V, paragraph 5 of the Unit Lease, which requires Sunshine "[t]o perform
all exploration, development, and mining work in the premises leased herein in a minerlike
fashion." Specifically. Plaintiffs allege that Sunshine has failed to take minerlike steps to
adequately explore, develop, and mine the Trixie Mine and the numerous other targets
described in the 1983 Operating Report the 1988 Special Report, and the 1988 Resource
Inventory. (Complaint, HH 98, 108-09 (R.10-9, 4).)
the express covenant of minerlike performance requires Sunshine to perform
in the fashion that would be exhibited by a reasonable and prudent miner or mining
company. See supra p. 26. Such performance may or may not require the expenditure of
more than $100,000 in any particular year; it depends upon the circumstances.
The District Court concluded as a matter of law that the "minerlike" obligation
in the Unit Lease cannot require Sunshine to perform any work in excess of what is
required by the minimum expenditure clause in the Lease. The court's conclusion was in
error for reasons that are by now becoming repetitive. Even if Plaintiffs' interpretation of
the Unit Lease is not correct as a matter of law (which it is), their interpretation is
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reasonable at the very least. A trial is needed for the jury to resolve the ambiguitv based
on the totality of the evidence presented, including parol evidence.
B. Sunshine's Implied Covenants.
1. The implied covenant of reasonable diligence.
The Utah courts have never issued a published opinion on the lessee's
implied-in-law covenant of reasonable diligence in a mining lease."' Chief and South
Standard urge this Court to adopt for Utah the law of implied covenants as set forth in the
Alumet cases from Idaho. The principles laid down in those cases will yield predictable
results, are fair to both lessors and lessees under mining leases, and are reasonably
calculated to promote the development of natural resources when development is
reasonable in light of all relevant circumstances. Moreover, this Court's adoption of the
Alumet approach will promote uniformity of laws between sister states.
To determine whether the Unit Lease contains an implied-in-law covenant of
reasonable diligence under the Alumet principles, it is necessary to anakze the
circumstances as thev existed in 1956, when the Lease was executed, and as thev existed in
1983. when the Lease was assigned from Kennecott to HMC and taken over by Sunshine.
Both sets of circumstances strongly support the imposition of an implied covenant of
reasonable diligence in the Unit Lease.
23 Best v. Big Jim Mining Co.. 301 P.2d 560 (Utah 1956). is the closest
analogy of which Plaintiffs are aware. In that case, a mining lessee promised to commence
operations, weather conditions permitting, as soon as reasonable; the court held that the
miner was bound to undertake development work with reasonable diligence, and the miner
having failed to develop the property, the court held the property abandoned. Id. at 561.
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The analysis of 1956 circumstances is by practical necessity confined to the
four corners of the original Unit Lease. The primary term of the Lease is 50 years, with
a renewal term of an additional 50 years at the election of the Lessee. The original Lease
called for a 37-1 '2r/r production royalty after deducting the Lessee's operating costs, there
was no provision for any rent, advance royalty, or other form of payment other than
production royalties. These factors all clearly indicate that production royalties were the
"principal consideration to the lessor[s]," such that an implied covenant of reasonable
diligence should be imposed. See Alumet I. 732 P.2d at 679.
Sunshine will argue that the integration clause in the 1956 Unit Lease
precludes the imposition of any implied covenant Article VI. paragraph 9 states that the
Unit Lease "constitutes the whole agreement between the parties. There are no terms,
obligations, covenants or conditions other than contained herein." This language does not
accomplish what Sunshine would wish.
Lirst the language of article VI. paragraph 9 is not specific enough to reach
the implied covenant of reasonable diligence. As is shown on pages 34-35, supra, any
attempt to negate the implied covenant of reasonable diligence should refer expressly to
that implied covenant and recite the specific consideration given by the lessee in lieu of
reasonable diligence. A "boilerplate" integration clause such as that contained in the Unit
Lease is not enough from which to conclude that the Lessors bargained away their right to
reasonable diligence from the Lessee.
Second, "[a|n implied-in-law term will be imposed even though the parties may
not have intended it and binds the parties to a legally enforceable duty." Allstate
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Enterprises, Inc. v. Heriford. 772 P.2d 466, 468 (Utah App. 1989). The implied covenant
of reasonable diligence, like the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing, is implied
by the law as a matter of public policy. Once it is demonstrated that production mvalties
are the primary consideration to the lessor, the lessee may no more shed the implied
covenant of reasonable diligence than it may shed the implied covenant of good faith and
fair dealing. This is undoubtedly why Mr. Adams concludes that even when a mining lease
expressly disclaims the implied covenant of reasonable diligence, "it would be imprudent for
the lessee to assume that his lease is free from the potential impacts of implied covenants."
M. Adams, supra, 21 Rocky Mt. Min. L. Inst, at 549; cf. id. at 545.
In summarv' to this point the provisions in the 1956 Unit Lease demonstrate
that production royalties were the principal consideration to the lessors, and the integration
clause in the Lease is insufficient to negate the implied covenant. But even if an implied
covenant of reasonable diligence did not inhere in the 1956 Unit Lease, such a covenant
undoubtedly arose in 1983 by virtue of events at that time.
In late 1982, Kennecott suspended its mining operations at the Trixie Mine
on the Unit Tract Shortly thereafter. Mr. Paul Hunter, a former Kennecott employee,
contacted Mr. Leonard Weitz. Chiefs President regarding the possibility that Mr Hunter
or a nominee company would acquire Kennecott's interest in the Unit Lease. Under the
terms of the Unit Lease, the consent of the lessors was required as a condition of Kennecott
assigning its interest to Mr. Hunter or a nominee company. (Complaint, HH 44. 78-79 (R.25.
15).)
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During the course of their discussions, Mr. Hunter described for Mr. Weitz
numerous specific plans and intentions that Mr. Hunter had for the resumption of
operations at the Trixie Mine and the processing of Trixie ores. Mr. Hunter stated, for
example, that he intended to have the Trixie Mine fully operational on or about June 1.
1983. He also stated that (1) HMC would acquire the Unit Lease from Kennecott, (2)
HMC would be merged into Sunshine, and (3) Mr. Hunter would be in charge of Unit
Lease operations for Sunshine, such that he would have the power to implement his stated
plans and intentions for the Trixie Mine. (Complaint, HH 45, 80 (R.24, 15-14).)
In fact, Mr. Hunter's true plans were totally inconsistent with his
representations to Mr. Weitz. Mr. Hunter had actually reached an agreement with Sunshine
which entailed that immediately after HMC acquired Kennecott's Unit Lease interest HMC
would shut down the Unit Lease property and maintain it in a standby condition for at least
six months. The agreement between Mr. Hunter and Sunshine also entailed that Sunshine
would provide the funds necessary to maintain the Unit Lease property in a shutdown and
standby condition, because Sunshine did not intend to operate the property in the
immediate future. (Complaint, HH 46, 81 (R.24, 13).)
Chief relied upon Mr. Hunter's false representations by giving its consent to
the proposed assignment of the Unit Lease from Kennecott to HMC. (See Exhibit J in
Chiefs Exhibits (R.1089-78).) After the assignment from Kennecott to HMC was
consummated in April, 1983, HMC immediately shut down the Unit Lease property and
maintained it in a standby condition, at Sunshine's expense. In June, 1983, Sunshine
acquired HMC and took over all activity on the Unit Tract. Neither HMC, nor Sunshine,
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nor Mr. Hunter ever took the steps that Mr. Hunter said he intended to take to mine and
process the Trixie Mine ores. These circumstances constituted fraud in the inducement of
Chiefs consent to the assignment of the Unit Lease. (Complaint, 111 48-49. 85-91 (R.24. 12-
11,.)
These circumstances also gave rise to an implied-in-law covenant of reasonable
diligence in the Unit Lease as amended by the 1983 assignment from Kennecott to HMC
(he. Sunshine), because the principal consideration to Chief in consenting to the assignment
was Chiefs expectation of receiving significant production royalties. This conclusion is
supported by the fact that in 1983 the primary term of the Unit Lease still had twenty-three
years to run. with the possibility of a fifty year renewal term at the Lessee's election.
Furthermore, the presence of commercial ores was relatively certain in 1983. as evidenced
by Mr. Hunter's stated plans to mine and process those ores. For all of these reasons, the
1983 amendment of the Unit Lease entailed an implied-in-law covenant of reasonable
diligence, even if such a covenant did not inhere in the Unit Lease from the inception in
1956.:4
24 The 1983 amendment of the Unit Lease also entailed an implied-in-fact
covenant to mine, because Mr. Hunter's representations regarding Sunshine's intentions for
Unit Lease operations gave rise to a "tacit promise" that Sunshine would reasonably,
diligently, and in good faith operate the property. See footnote 19. supra p.34. Kennecott's
shutdown of the property in 1982 was the triggering reason for transferring the Unit Lease
to Sunshine. It would make no sense for the parties to transfer the Lease from one entity
that held it in a standby condition to another entity that would also hold it in a standby
condition. An implied-in-fact covenant to reasonably mine the premises is necessary to
effectuate the intent of the parties and the tacit promises of HMC (Le. Sunshine).
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Sunshine's response to the foregoing by now is predictable: The courts will
not imply obligations that are contrary to the express agreement of the parties, and the
parties to the Unit Lease agreed that the Lessee had no mining obligations in excess of the
minimum expenditure obligation. Again. Sunshine's position is flawed. There is no
inconsistency between the minimum expenditure obligation in the Unit Lease and an
independent implied obligation to develop and mine reasonably and in good faith, there
is no inconsistency between the integration clause in the Unit Lease and the implied
covenant of reasonable diligence, because the integration clause does not specifically pertain
to the implied covenant.2"*
Plaintiffs' uncontested allegations establish amply for summary judgment
purposes all of the facts necessary to support an implied covenant of reasonable diligence
in the Unit Lease. There is no express language of any kind in the Unit Lease sufficient
to negate the implied covenant. Accordingly, the District Court erred by holding as a
matter of law that there is no implied covenant to explore, develop, or mine in the Unit
Lease.
25 If there was an inconsistency, the integration clause would have to bow to the
implied covenant for public policy reasons. Moreover, Chiefs allegations of fraud in the
inducement of the assignment of the Unit Lease open the door for parol evidence to show
the true intent of the parties in that transaction, irrespective of whether or not the 1956
Unit Lease was an integrated agreement. Union Bank v. Swenson, 707 P.2d 663, 665 (Utah
1985).
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2. The implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing.
Plaintiffs allege that Sunshine has breached an implied covenantof good faith
and fair dealing in the Unit Lease by concealing the true Unit Lease rights and
responsibilities of Sunshine and HMC. and by mortgaging the Unit Tract without Plaintiffs'
knowledge for purposes unrelated to mining the Unit Tract. (Complaint, H97. 108-09
(R.10. 4).) The District Court rejected this aspect of Chiefs Unit Lease claims for the same
reason the court rejected all of the other aspects. The District Court erred because this
aspect of Plaintiffs' Unit Lease claims does not depend upon the existence of a duty to
conduct mining activities greater than those required by the minimum expenditure clause.
This aspect of the case is based upon Sunshine's breach of its duties of honesty and
performance "consistent with the agreed common purpose and justified expectations of the
other party." Rio Algom Corp. v. Jimco Ltd., 618 P.2d 497, 505 (Utah 1980); St Benedict's
Development Co. v. St. Benedict's Hospital. 811 P.2d 194. 200 (Utah 1991). Plaintiffs'
uncontested allegations state a claim for relief under this theory irrespective of what
Sunshine's duty to mine may be. Accordingly, the District Court erred in granting a
summary judgment of dismissal as to Plaintiffs' Unit Lease claims.
CONCLUSION
For all of the foregoing reasons, Plaintiffs-Appellants Chief Consolidated
Mining Company and South Standard Mining Company respectfully request this Court to
reverse the Partial Judgment and Rule 54(b) Certification entered by the District Court on
September 5. 1991, and to remand this case to the District Court with instructions to
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conduct a trial on Plaintiffs-Appellants' First, Third, Fifth, Sixth, and Seventh Claims for
Relief.
Respectfully submitted this 3d day of Februarv, 1992.
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Telephone: (303) 292-6400
F. BRITTIN CLAYTON III
148 Artesian Drive
P.O. Box C
Eldorado Springs, CO 80025
Telephone: (303) 494-8956
FABIAN & CLENDENIN, P.C.
V. Owen. #2495
futh State Street, 12th Floor
Office Box 510210
Salt Lake City, UT 84151
Telephone: (801) 531-8900
Attorneys for Chief Consolidated Mining Company
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JONES, WALDO, HOLBROOK & MCDONOUGH
Randall N. Skanchy. #296^
1500 First Interstate Plaza
170 South Main Street
Salt Lake City. UT 84101
Telephone: (801) 521-3200
Attorneys for South Standard Mining Company
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this 3d day of February, 1992, four true and correct
copies of the foregoing BRIEF OF APPELLANTS were deposited in the United States
mail, postage prepaid, and addressed to:
Joseph G. Werner, Esq.
George W. Bramblett, Jr., Esq.
Haynes and Boone
3100 NCNB Plaza
109 Main Street
Dallas, TX 75202
A. John Davis, III, Esq.
Oliver W. Gushee, Esq.
Pruitt Gushee & Bachtell
Suite 1850 Beneficial Life Tower
36 South State Street
Salt Lake Citv. UT 84111
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
CHIEF CONSOLIDATED MINING
COMPANY, et al
Plaintiffs, CASE NUMBER: 90 0 400167
RULING
SUNSHINE MINING COMPANY et al
Defendants.
This natter cones before the Court, under Rule 4-501, on
the notion of Defendants seeking Partial Summary Judgnent. The
Court has reviewed the file, considered the memoranda of counsel,
entertained argunent of counsel, and upon being advised in the
premises, now makes the following:
RULING
1. Said notion is granted as to Plaintiffs' First Clam
for relief.
With respect to the Burgin Lease, it being
undisputed that Defendants have complied with the expressed
ninmun work or expenditure provisions therein contained, it is
the opinion of the Court that as a natter of lav; there arc no
implied convenants to mine incident to said lease, any
obligations of the Defendants having been expressly addressed in
said lease in unambiguous terms.
2. Said notion is denied as to Plaintiffs' Secord Claim
for relief.
3. Said motion is granted as to Plaintiffs' Third Claim
for relief for the reasons stated in Paragraph 1 above.
4. Said motion is granted as to Plaintiffs' Fifth Claim
for relief as to the Unit Lease for the same reasons above stated
as to the Burgin Lease.
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l> . Said notion is granted as to Plaintiffs' Sixth cause
of action, it having been determined by the Court as a matter ci
law, as above indicated, that Defendant HMC has not breached the
Unit Lease agreement, expressly or by implication.
6. Said motion is granted as to Plaintiffs' Seventh
cause of action for the reasons indicated above.
7. With respect to the Court's Rulings set forth in
Paragraphs 1,3,4,5 and 6 above, the Court hereby expressly
determines that there is no just reason for delay and therefore
hereby expressly directs the entry of a final Judgment in regards
thereto as provided in Rule 54(b)URCP.
Counsel for Defendants are directed to prepare and serve
an appropriate Order and Judgment consistent with the foregoing.
Dated this el-5~ —• day of July, 1991.
BY THE COURT:
CULLEN *?. CHRISTENSEN, JUDGE
I hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing document was
mailed, postage prepaid, on the ^b day of July, 1991 to the
following persons:
Don H. Sherwood, Esq.
F. Brittin Clayton, Esq.
SHERMAN & HOWARD
633 Seventeenth Street, Suite *3000
Denver, CO 80202
Stanford B. Owen, Esq.
FABIAN & CLENDENIN
15 South State Street, 12th Floor
P.O. Box 510210
Salt Lake City, Utah 84151
Joseph G. Werner, Esq.
George W. Bramblett, Jr., Esq.
HAYNES AND BOONE
3 100 NCNB Plaza
109 Main Street
Dallas, Texas 75202
Oliver W. Gushee, Esq.
A. John Davis, III, Esq.
PRUITT, GUSHEE & FLETCHER
Suite 1850 Beneficial Life Tower
36 South State STreet
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Randall Skancky, Esq.
JONES WALDO, HOLBROOK & MCDONOUGH
1500 First Interstate Plaza
170 South Main Street
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101
^'XL tvU^-£L^l-
COURT C/LERK
1539
PRUITT, GUSHEE & 3ACHTELL
Oliver W, Gushee, Jr., #1277
A. John Davis, III, #0825
1850 Beneficial Life Tower
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Telephone: (801) 531-8446 7
HAYNES AND BOONE
George W. Bramblett, Jr.
Joseph G. Werner
3100 NCNB Plaza
901 Main Street
Dallas, Texas 75202-3714
Telephone: (214) 651-5000
Attorneys for Sunshine Mining Company,
Sunshine Precious Metals, Inc . and
HMC Mining, Inc.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
IN AND FOR UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
CHIEF CONSOLIDATED MINING COMPANY §
and SOUTH STANDARD MINING COMPANY, §
§ PARTIAL JUDGMENT
Plaintiffs, §
§ AND
v. §
§ RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATION
SUNSHINE MINING COMPANY, §
SUNSHINE PRECIOUS METALS, INC., §
and HMC MINING, INC. § Civil No. 90040C467CN
§ Judge Cullen Y. Christensen
Defendants. §
The Motion for Partial Summary Judgment of Defendants
Sunshine Mining Company, Sunshine Precious Metals, Inc. and HMC
Mining, Inc. having come before the Court, and the Court having
considered the pleadings, the undisputed facts as recited in
that motion, the memoranda of counsel in support of, and in
- 1 -
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opposition to, that motion, and having entertained oral
argument of counsel regarding that motion, and the Court having
further considered the Plaintiffs' Combined Motion to Amend
Judgment and Motion for Reconsideration and Rehearing, the
memoranda of counsel in support of, and in opposition to, that
motion, and having entertained oral argument of counsel
regarding that motion, and having considered the applicable
authorities, finds that it is undisputed that Defendant
Sunshine Precious Metals, Inc. has complied with the express
minimum work or expenditure provisions of the Burgin Lease and
that Defendant HMC Mining, Inc. has complied with the express
minimum work or expenditure provisions of the Unit Lease and
that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact
regarding the Plaintiffs' First, Third, Fifth, Sixth and
Seventh Claims for Relief. The Court therefore finds as a
matter of law that all obligations of the Defendants have been
expressly addressed in the Burgin Lease and in the Unit Lease
in unambiguous terms, that there are no implied covenants to
explore, develop or mine incident to the Burgin Lease or the
Unit Lease and that no express or implied covenant of either
the Burgin Lease or the Unit Lease requires the Defendants to
engage in exploration, development or mining activity in excess
of the activity expressly required by the express minimum work
or expenditure provisions of each lease.
- 2 -
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It is therefore ordered, adjudged and decreed that t::e
Defendants are entitled to and are hereby granted -udcm.en- as a
matter of law that the Plaintiffs' First, Third, Fifth, S.xth
and Seventh Claims for Relief be and hereby are dismissed with
prejudice, that the Plaintiffs take nothing by reason of their
First, Third, Fifth, Sixth and Seventh Claims for Relief, and
that all relief requested by the Plaintiffs in their Firs:,
Third, Fifth, Sixth and Seventh Claims for Relief be and herebv
is denied.
Rule 54(b) Certification
The Court expressly determines that with respect to the
entry of judgment regarding the Plaintiffs' First, Third,
Fifth, Sixth and Seventh Claims for Relief there is no just
reason for delay and therefore hereby expressly directs the
entry of this final Judgment in regard thereto, as provided in
Rule 54(b), Utah Rules cf Civil Procedure.
DATED this 1991
3Y THE COURT
IULLEN YCV/CHRISTENSEN, JUDGE
2d/9856J
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MINING LEASE AND AGREEMENT
Dated: October 15, 1550.
Between: Chief Consolidated Mining Company, an
Arizona corporation "Chief"
and
Sunshine Mining Company, a Delaware
corporation "Sunshine
THE PARTIES HERETO AGREE AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1. Defin it ions.
Unless the context otherwise specifies or requires, the terms
defined in this Section 1 shall for all purposes of this Lease
have the meanings herein specified, the following definitions to
f • be equally applicable to both singular and plural forms of any of
tne terms here in ce: med .
1.1 The term "Chief " means Chief Consolidated Mining
Company, an Arizona corporation, the lessor pursuant to this
Lease and Agreement.
1.2 The term "Sunshine" means Sunshine Mining Company, a
Delaware corporation, the lessee and operator under tne terms cf
this Lease and Agreement.
1.3 The term "Property" means all right, title and interest
of Chief including all minerals and ore in place, oil, gas and
hydrocarbons, to the patented and unpatented mining claims and
other real property, together with all improvements, tailings,
waste dumps, machinery and equipment thereon, more particularly
described in Section 2.
1.4 The term "Effective Date" means October 15, 19S0.
1.5 The term! "Lease" means this Mining Lease and Agreement.
1.6 The term "Minimum Annual Work" means that exploration,
development and ir.inmg work on the property required to be per
formed by Sunshine pursuant to Section 5 hereof.
K":"; •.. i-' j" " f\ a
-i- u.*ui ka^il a H
8<5 j
r1.7 The term "Net Smelter Returns" means the net amount c
money or ether net proceeds received by Sunshine from the sale
ore concentrates, sponge, bull ion, or any other form in which
minerals or materials (metal 1ic or non-metal 1ic) are produced
from the property after deduction of all treatment charges,
penalties, smelter charges, transportation costs, other charge.
m<ade by a purchaser of ore or concentrates and all umpire char
wnich Sunshine may be required to pay.
1.8 The term "Advance Royalty" shall have the meaning set
forth in Section 7 hereof.
1.9 The term "Net Smelter Return Royalty" shall have the
meanina set forth in Section 7 hereof.
. — ¥1.10 The term "Unit Lease" shall mean that certain documen
styled Leases and Unit Agreement Between Chief, Tintic Standard
Mining Company, Eureka Standard Consolidated Mining Company, Eureka
Lilly"Consolidated Mining Company, South Standard Mining Company
as Lessors, and Bear Creek Mining Company as Lessee, dated
August 29, 1956, and all amendments thereto.
Section 2. Lease; Possession; Control.
2.1.1 Attached hereto as Exhibit B is a map shoving the
surface location of the patented and unpatented mining claims
and other real property.
2.1.2 Within ninety (90) days of the effective date the
parties shall conduct an inventory of all improvements,
machinery and equipment, the items of which will be included
in this Lease.
2.2 On the effective date and subject to the terms and con
ditions of this Lease, Sunshine shall have exclusive possession,,
management and control of the property through the term of this
Lease and any extension thereof, unless the term of this Lease is
terminated pursuant to Section 14 hereof.
2.2.1 During the term of this Lease the rights granted
to Sunshine include the exclusive right to explore, develop •
and mine the property; to extract ore; to mill the same and
to market the ore or concentrates derived from the property,
-2- 85 J
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and to receive
centrates or c s-:sta r.ces .
.he sa.e
2.3 Chief acknowledge.
decisions with respect
that during the term of this Lease
to the character of the work perfor-ed
tnereon by Sunshine under the terms of this Lease shall be solely
those of Sunshine, whose only obligation to Chief in this regard
is that such work will be performed in a sound miner-like manner.
possession and
the surfa>
2.5 urse mining the property,
nninc other properties, it shall have the right to commingle the
ere ar.d concentrates from the property with other ore and con
centrates from ether properties, provided that Sunshine makes
such measurements and samples as are required in accordance with
sound mmmq practices to properly allocate the mineral values
among the different ownerships.
2.5.1
u dgme n t i
In the event of commingling, if in Sunshine's
is impractical to determine which portion of
coerccing expenses are directly attributable to ere removed
f'rem the "property, Sunshine may allocate all such ccsts and
expenses en a straight-line, per-tcn basis among all ores
that give rise to such expenses in accordance with
accounting standards.
,c
acce1
2.6 The rights granted to Sunshine include the ricr.t to
develop the water on the property for mining purposes, and so
long as Sunshine 's mineral development of the property is not
restricted, Chief may utilize excess water from the property for
such surface uses as it may desire, at its sole cost and expense.
Section 3. Term; Automatic Renewal.
3.1 Subject to termination as provided herein, this Lease
shall be for a period of fifty (50) years commencing on the
effective date and ending on October 14, 2030.
3.2 This Lease shall automatically renew for an additional
twenty-five (25) years on the same terms and conditions as set
forth herein and shall continue for so long as the property is in-
production, unless Sunshine shall have notified Chief in writing
of its intention not to continue this Lease for the extended term
-3- 853
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such notice of non-extension to be given to Chic: at least
I) year prior to the expiration of the original term as s
in Section 3.1.
c n e
I or i.
Section 4. Representations and Warranties of Chief.
4.1 Chief represents and warrants to Sunshine that:
4.1.1 It has good and marketable title to the property
and clear of all equities, encumbrances or claims of
se ownership, except for paramount title of the United
s of America with respect to those unpatented r.inmg
s included in the property, and except for any existing
en ts and encumbrances 1isto^—e-*—E ;•: 'r,iei<—k , and subject
e provision of the Unit Lease to the extent such Unit
f ree
adver
State
claim
easer.
to th
Lease is appllcable to the property.
4.1.1.1 To the extent that those other lessors
under the Unit Lease have rights to any payments pur
suant to this Lease, such obligations shall be solely
that of Chief, who agrees to indemnify and hold Sunshine
harmless from any claim made by such lessors.
4
4.1.2 To the best of its knowledge, any easement and
encumbrance to which the property is subject will not
materially affect Si nshme 's use and enjoyment of the prop
erty or the operations contemplated by it thereon.
4.1.2.1 Except for defects asserted by the prior
lessee of the property, Sunshine may cure any defect of
Chief's title to the property and the expenses of such
cure may be deducted from any payment otherwise cje
Chief under the Lease.
4.1.3 So long as Sunshine shall perform the covenants
required to be performed by it hereunder, Sunshine shall have
peaceful and quiet use and possession of the property without
hindrance on the part of Chief, and, except for claims, if
any, by the prior lessee, Chief warrants and defends Sunshine
in such peaceful and quiet use and possession at the sole
cost and expense of Chief.
f U
D
counse
requ ired.
4.1.4 On the effective date, this Lease shall have bee
ully authorized and approved by a majority of the Board of
irectors of Chief, and Chief shall provide an opinion of it
l that approval by Chief's shareholders is not
pnn p
4.1.5 All of the unpatented mining claims included
the property have been filed with the Bureau of Land
-4-
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rManagement pursuant *
and Management Act of 197
that anv unpatented mmm
Section 314 of the Federal Lan.
and the United States has
T 3 1 — hucr r- <n <=g claim has oe e n a o a n c o n e c.
Section 5. Manner of Work ; Minimum Annual Work.
5.1 All exploration and development work and all mining en
the property shall be performed by Sunshine in a sound miner-like
manner, and except as to the amount of minimum annual work
required by Section 5.2, the amount and character of all work
snail be in tne sole and absolute discretion of Sunshine.
5.2 Suns nine shall expend at least the following sums m
exploration and development on or for the benefit of tne property
curing the periods indicated:
January 1, 19S1 through December 31, 1961 $100,000
and a like sum for each year thereafter
until net smelter return royalties are
payable to Chief.
5.2.1 Any exploration cr development work in excess cf
that amount set forth in Section 5.2 shall carry ever and oe
a credit for future years.
5.2.2 In the event Sunshine terminates this
such
e n 11
yea1
led
in excess of the prorated requirement.
.ease
calendar year, the amount required for work fc .•
will be prorated, but in no event shall Sunshine re
to receive a payment from Chief for amounts expended
5.2.3 As used in Section 5.2, exploration arc develop
ment work includes all work as is customarily perform.ed m
exploration and development as that term is understood in tne
mining industry and includes travel expense of Sunshine's
agents, employees or consultants and a reasonable charge for
administration and overhead expense of Sunshine.
5.3 Commencing one year after the effective date, and not
withstanding any credits for Minimum Annual Work to which
Sunshine may be entitled, Sunshine shall perform within the time
required by law the annual labor or assessment work on or for the
benefit of the unpatented mining claims contained in the property
necessary to comply with the laws of the United States to keep
such unpatented lode mining claims in good standing, and shall
timely file or record any affidavit or other required document
showing such work to have been performed, with copies of all sucn
proofs to Chief.
5.3.1 In the event this Lease is terminated prior to
June 1 of any year, Sunshine shall be relieved of performing
-5-
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rthe assessment work for the assessment year 1n wnicn
termination occurs.
Section 6. Ownershio Product ion.
6.1 Sunshine shall provide all funds as it in its sole
mining judgment deems necessary for the exploration, development
and mining of the property.
6.2 Sunshine shall retain and own all ore and concentrates
produced from mining operations conducted on the property, sub
ject only to payment of the royalties provided for in Sect:cn~7.
Section 7. Royalt les .
7.1 Sunshine shall pay the following royalties to Chief :
7.1.1 On the effective date, a payment of an advance
royalty of 5100,000. Chief credits sjcn payment by S25,00C
paid it by Sunshine for an option.
7.1.2 Commencing on January 1, 1982 and on January 1 of
each year thereafter, an advance royalty of $100,000.
7.1.3 Advance royalties shall terminate at the time
Chief commences to receive net smelter return royalties, as
provided in Section 7.2, unless net smelter return royalties
paid to Chief for each year are less than $150,000, and in
that event Sunshine shall pay Chief the difference between
the net smelter return royalty and $150,000, within sixtv
(60) days after the close of a year in which an additional
payment would be required.
7.2 At such time as net smelter returns are realized from
the production of minerals from the property, Sunshine shall cav
to Chief.a royalty equal to seven and one-half percent (7-1/2%)'
of such net smelter returns (net smelter return"royalty) .
7.2.1 If Sunshine elects to process the waste, dumps
and tailings existing on the property on the effective date
(and not otherwise), Sunshine shall pay Chief a net smelter
return royalty equal to ten percent (10%)" of net smelter"
returns attributable to such waste and tailings.
7.2.2 Net smelter return royalties shall be payable
within fifteen (15) days following receipt of net smelter
returns by Sunshine.
7.3 Until Sunshine shall have been reimbursed in full for
all advance royalties paid Chief pursuant to Section 7.2 hereo:,
Sunshine shall be entitled to retain and apply to such reimburse
ment one dollar for each two dollars of net smelter return
-6- 85
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s cue •'.'ice that the "s c:
ion 7.1.3 snai a c o * v .
7.4 Sunshine r.ay refine, smelter or otherwise treat the pro
duction from the property at its own facilities, provided that
Sunshine charges or schedules for determining net sm.elter returns
snail not be less favorable to the production from the property
than the terms being offered by Sunshine to others for products
of like character and quality.
e x:
7.5 In the event
.o11 geothe mal
Sunshine
resources, oil, gas, coal or
areens, it shall pay Chief a net profit
proceeds realized by Sunshine fr
es af te" •"" ' ----- -c -^ - - •
discovers and determines
S O i"! => « r-r-a 1 r,r r, fk o »-other
ya11 y
the sale5C* of
s u b s t a
i nelud
costs,
all om
no r deduct ion of all expenses attrib
mg, but not limited to, direct and mdirec
distributable overhead, capital retirement
to such proceeds.
to
associated
equal to
__^_ of such
utable thereto,
ct ope rat mg
and taxes al lo-
7.5.1 If Sunshine does not exploit and develop such
resources, the net profit royalty due Chief per Section 7.5
snail be equal to one-half of Sunshine's net payment from the
party so developing and exploiting the resource.
ether
Any payments per Section 7.5 are
ayments required under this L^ase
.ec nt of
Section 8- Prc-ress Fee: Inseecti
0 .1
quarter
the character and amount of work performed by Sunshine during the
preceding calendar quarter on the property, which reports shall
identify the place or places where said work was performed.
8.1.1 Sunshine shall maintain at its office all sample
data, geological maps, and other items of information
resulting from such work.
8.2 Chief's authorized representatives may during normal
business hours inspect the information required to be kept by
Sunshine pursuant to Section 8.1, and on at least one day's
notice (which notice need not be in writing) may enter upon the
property and inspect the work performed by Sunshine pursuant to
this Lease. ,
8.2.1 Entry upon the property by Chief or its
authorized representatives shall be at Chief's risk. Chief
indemnifies and holds Sunshine harmless from any claim,
carnage, or dcmiand by reason of injury to Chief 's
representatives, invitees or the like, incurred as a result
of their inspecting the property.
Within thirty (30) days after the end of each calendar
Sunshine shall furnish to Chief jqress re •ts stv wir.c
8 4 3
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Section 9. Books and P e • Statements.
9.1 Sunshine
c
Shall maintain at the office c: Sunshine or
such ctner orfice within the Mining District books, records an
accounts cons istent with those ordinarily kept by mining
ventures, covering operations on the property, including the
mining, milling, sale and disposal of ores and concentrates in
accordance with generally accepted principles and practices of
accounting.
9.2 On or before the 15th day each month the property
in production, otherwise thirty (30) days after the end of each
calendar quarter, Sunshine shall furnish Chief statements showi
in reasonable detail the resuits of operations conducted on or
associated with the property or the products maned therefrom.
9.4 The books and records of Sunshine insofar as they relat
to operations on the property pursuant to this Lease shall t
open to the inspection and copy ing py Chief or its duly
authorized representatives during regular bus mess hours of
S u r s h i n e .
9.4.1 Once during each calendar year, Chief m.ay at its
sole cost and expense, make or have made an audit of the
accounts and records of Sunshine concerning operations on tht
property, provided Chief notifies Sunshine of its intention
to cause such an audit to be rr.ade ninety (90) cays in advane*
of such date.
Section 10. Plant and Eouioment.
1 ;
10.1 The ownership of all machinery, equipment, buildings,
inventory or other supplies purchased or obtained by Sunshine
after the effective date for operations on the property shall
rest solely in Sunshine.
10.2 On termination of this Lease all property acquired pur
suant to Section 10.1 shall be subject to an option in Chief to
purchase the same at its then market value determined by an inde
pendent appraisal within sixty (60) days from the date of
termination.
10.2.1 In the event Chief does not elect to purchase t:
/roperty, Sunshine shall have forty-five (45) days after the
expiration of Chief's option to remove the same from the
property.
818
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10.2. All property not removed within t h e
cay period shall he deemed abandoned to Chief.
10.2.3 Notwithstanding Section 10.2, all underground
pipe, tracks and mine timbers in place shall remain on tne
property on termination, and ownership thereof shall vest
Chief free of any claims of Sunshine.
Section 11. Taxes; Liens; Ccmelianoe with
.aws .
11.1 Sunshine and Chief shall each pay their own federal and
State taxes on their share of income attributable to the prooerf.•
and on any other tax in the nature of an excise.
11.2 Sunshine snail pay before delinquency all severance, ad
valorem, property taxes and ether governmental charges wo. ion if
failed to be paid when d_e could result in a lien ueon the
property, except those taxes wnich are an obligation c: the
Lessee of the Unit Lease,
11.3 Sunshine shall keep the property free and clear cf all
liens and encumo ranees, but may, at its sole cost and expense, i
good faith contest the validity or amount of any lien which m.av
be levied against the property as a result cf slnshme's acts cr
cr.issions.
.-- i ,,
4 Sunshine in conducting operations en the prone rt -• snail.
with all Federal, State and local laws and regulations oer
i to operations en the property.
Section 12. Coen Ground Within P: t v .
12.1 In the event it is subsequently discovered that parcels
of ground within the property are open and unlccated, Sunshine snal
locate the same in the name of C~ief and the same shall automati
cally become a part of the property.
12.2 Sunshine shall have the right in the name of Chief to
amend the location of any unpatented mining claim, and to apply
for and obtain patents on any unpatented mining claim.s.
Section 13. Sunshine's Right to Terminate.
13.1 Sunshine shall have the continuing riqht to terminate
this Lease and to surrender the property to Chief by giving Chief
written notice thereof at least ninety (90) davs prior to the
date of termination, provided that upen such termination the
property will revert to Chief free of any liens or encumbrances
incurred after the effective date and as a result of Sunshine's
cperations on the property.
-9-
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r13.2 In the event of termination, all obligations cf
Sunshine to make payments and perform any other obligation set
forth in this Lease shall terminate except:
13.2.1 For a pro-rata advance royalty payment due for
the vear of termination if such payment is otherwise
required; and
13.2.2 For all net smelter return royalties for
payments not yet received from the smelter.
13.3 All sums theretofore paid Chief by Sunshine shall be
retained by Chief and not subject to refund. -
'3.4 At the reauest cf Chief after any notice of termination
of tVs Lease, Sunshine will furnish copies of all geologic ar.c
ct^e- -n'ormation concerning the property which was generated cr
prepared as a result of Sunshine's operations on the property.
13.5 In the event Sunshine terminates this Lease, evidence
of such termination shall be in recordable form.
Section 14. Force Majeure*
If Sunshine should be prevented or delayed frm^ -«*--
!•*.-.fcrming'anv cf the obligations cf this Lea,;e by reason of cr act
cf "nature," strike or threat of strike, fire, flccc, delay in.
transportation or insurrection, mob violence, requirement or
regulation of government, unavoidable casualties, shortage^of
la cor, equipment, material, plant breakdown cr ether cisacmg
causes or for any reason which cannot be reasonably overcome cy
the m.eans normally em.ployed in performance or any ether reason
able cause or causes, except lack of funds, then in such event
any such failure to perform shall be excused and net be ceemed a
breach of this Lease, and performance of said obligations shall
be suspended during such period of disability, and the time tor
performance of said obligations shall be extended for a penes
equal to the period of disability.
Section 15. Default; Chief's Right on Default.
15.1 This Lease is upon and subject to the condition that if
Sunshine shall:
(a) Fail to make a required payment of money to Chief,
in full within thirty (30) cays after the same shall becom.e
due, and the amount is not being contested in good faith oy
Sunshine, and provided Chief shall have given notice of defi
ciency therein; or
-10-
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tne c t h e
:a r t c f Sunshine
an. ;er:
-.ts cr agreements herein contained, an
:o s e r v e
c:
an. ;e r I e r m> a-r-.c an v
SuCh defau11 snail centinue for a period cf sixty (6C) days
after Chief shall give Sunshine written notice of such
f ailure; cr
(c) Aoandon the property for a period of thirty (30)
days after a written notice by Chief;
after the expiration of such period of time Chief may declare
Sunshine m def au 11.
In the event cf default by Sunshine pursuant tc
ecticn 15.1 , and sue
.bed in said Section, Chief m.ay at once enter into ano
property or any part thereof and declare a forfeiture and can
cellation of this Lease.
t- -
:e :au
C .- r- c *- •
is net cured within the tim.es
15.3 In the event Sunshine fails to perform the minimum work
required by Section 5, the sole remedy of Chief shall be ter
mination of this Lease, and Chief expressly waives any claim for
camaees it may have aqamst Sunshine for Sunshine's failure to
perform such work.
The previsions of Section 13 shut 11 apply t:
cursuant to t r. i e Section 15.
••j .er-
Seetion 16.
16.1
terp
Cn the Effective Date an executed ar.z acknowledged
•t of this Lease cr a good and sufficient memorandum
rcr,-. =nall be placed of record in the records of L'tah
County, Utah.
Sect ion 17. Not ice.
17.1 Notices to the parties to this Lease shall be in
writing and shall be effective when delivered, or if mailed,
shall be effective on the date following mailing by certified
mail addressed to the party indicated below or at sucn other
address as the party may indicate to the other in writing:
Chief :
Sunsh me :
Chief Consolidated Mining Corporation
8 66 Second Avenue
New York, New York ICC 17
Sunshine Mining Company
P.O. Box 1080
Kellogg, Idaho 63S37
-11- 3 4
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16.1 Chief reserves the
.ease c r ccr.vev the t-"
r 1
su
*- - ft -
assign its interest
e this Lease.
18.2 Sunshine may assign this Lease without the consent ef
Chief if sucn assignment is to an entity controlled by Sunshine.
18.3 Sunshine may assign this Lease to a non-controlled
entity only with the prior written consent of Chief, which consent
will not be unreasonably withheld if Sunshine discloses the iden
tity, financial stability and mining experience of such proposed
assignee .
18.3.1 Chief shall be entitled to require addit
terms and conditions (in its sole discretion) if the
1 o n a i
propose
assignee is a prior lessee cf the
such prior lessee.
Section 19. Miscellaneous.
property or an affiii
19.1 This Lease shall be binding upon and inure to the
benefit of the parties hereto and their successors and
assigns.
19.2 This Agreement shall be governed and interpreted
in accordance with the laws of the State of Idaho.
19.3 This Lease shall be executed in one or more
counterparts, each of which shall constitute one in the same
agreement .
19.4 The headings cr captions contained in each section
cf this Lease are for ease of reference and convenience
only, and shall not be considered in connect ion with the
construction cf this Agreement or any section hereof.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF The parties hereto have executed
this Mining Lease and Agreement the day and year shown above
by the undersigned thereunto duly authorized.
CHIEF CONSOLIDATED MINING COMPANY
SUNSHINE MINING COMPANY
-12-
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ie;5es a'.tj unit a:rte::ent
THESE LEASES AN" THIS UNIT AORIE?'.r:T, nade as cf the °"?^ day of
(s2<UJ*^u^ , 1956, by and between:
CHIEF CC'.'SXIDATU MININC; CCMVANT, a corporation organized under the
laws of the State of Arizona with its principal office at 6O6 Dooly
Building, Salt Lake City, Dtah;
TINTIC STAirO.iRD MINTN3 COMPANT, a corporation organized under the
I2W5 of the Stat; of Dtah with its principal office at UlL V.'alker
Bank Building, Salt Lake City, Dtah;
E'JREEA STAirE^RTJ CONSOLIDATED KININ3 CCTrANT, a corporation organized
under the laws of the State of Utah vita its principal office at
lllh Walker Bank Building, Salt Lake City, Dtah;
EUREKA LILLT CONSOLIDATED MINING COMPANT, a corporation, organized
under the laws of the State of Dtah with its principal office at
llll V.'alker Eank Building, Salt Lake City, Dtah;
SO'JTc STAirDAPf MININ3 CO?? ANT, a corporation organized under the
laws cf the State of Dtah with its principal office at UlL V.'alker
Bank Building, Salt Lake City, Etah;
hereinafter called LESSORS; and
EEAR CREEK MTNINO CO!!?ANY, a corporation organized under the laws of
the State of Delaware, LESSEE, hereinafter called "Bear Creek".
VITHESSSTB;
VJHEREaS, Bear Creek desires to cake jeoloric atudies of a tract of
Fining ground in the East Tintic Mining District in Utah and Juab Counties,
State of Dtah, »aid tract beint designated by Bear Creek as "East Tintic
Exploration Dnit", hereinafter "referred to as the "Unit Tract", comprising
approximately 10,000 acres held in »oae 5 separate ownerships and bounded
in red on the plat attached hereto and narked Exhibit mA*, and to that tni
desires to enter into leiies and an agreement with the Lessors who are
ftBTerally owner* of r^ninj jround vithio said Unit Tract, entitling Bear
Creek to nake auch itudies and, If aatisfied with the results of its
8 3 2
investigation er.d exploration, to develop and ru.ne ;^:d l'n;t Tract as
though the lands therein vere held in cannon ownership and u:.cr. the tens
and conditions hereinafter set forth, and
V.T-ZREAS, Lessors are desirous of having such geologic studies r.ade
and of providing for the development and mining of said Unit Tract and
believe that such development and mining can most economically and
efficiently be carried out by a unitized operation under which each of the
Lessors shall participate in all production frcrc the Dnit Tract in the
proportions set forth in paragraph 3 of Article 7 hereof and as though all
such lsnd vsre held in corraoa ownership.
ARTICLE I
GRANT
HCW, THERE?ORE, in consideration of the premises and of the sura of
$1.0-0 by Bear Creek paid to each of said Lessors, receipt whereof is here'oy
acknowledged, and other good and valuable consideration, including the
faithful performance by Bear Creek of its undertakings hereinafter set
forth, and subject to the reservations, limitations, covenants and con
ditions herein expressed, Lessors severally grant, denise and let unto
Bear Creek the respective areas of mining ground lying within the Dnit
Tract and designated by tract nurabers upon the plat attached hereto and
marked Exhibit "i", and more pa.rticularly described upon the "List cf
Ownerships and Description of Properties Leased", hereto attached and
narked Exhibit •3", vhich Exhibit "B* »et3 forth the nases of the several
Lessors, the description o? the respective properties leased, their acreage
and whether said properties are patented or unpatented - that is to say:
Leasest
There are hereby granted, derlsec 4nd let by each of the relieving
naraed Lessors the tracts of ground described by tract nu-tbers aet opposite
their respective naises, appearing upon the plat aforesaidi
-2-
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Tract No. A-reare
n
n
Tintic S *. a -.d a rd !11ni n g Cc~p =ny
n
Eureka Lilly Consolidated Hiring Cc-_^any
South Standard )lining Company
Eujreka Standard Consolidated Hiring Company
Rights -Reserved:
1. There is expressly reserved the right to make such use of the
surface of the leased premises as nay be made without interfering with
Bear Creek's operation hereunder, and the further right, if its exercise
shall result in no interference with Bear Creek's operation hereunder, to
rl~* cr cuarry and rencve limestone and dolord.te frors the leaded prerises;
provided, hsvever, that neither liraestoae nor dola-ite ray be mined,
quarried cr re-cved froa the leased property by Lessors or anyone other than
Lessee hereunder, its successors" or assigns, which shall yield a greater
return for its metallic content than for such limestone or dolomite.
2. There is further expressly reserved the right until June 30, l?6l,
but not thereafter, and only if its exercise shall result in no interference
vith Bear Creek's operation hereunder, tD remove from the leased premises all
or any part cf the nine dur.ps presently located at the Tintic Standard No. 2
Shaft, the Eureka Standard Shaft, the Eureka Lilly Shafts, the Apex SUndard
No. 1 Shaft and the Apex Standard No. 2 Shaft.
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD said deraised premises, except as hereinbefore
reserved, unto Eear Creek for mining purposes, including the prospecting,
development, nining, extraction, beneflciation, milling, processing, removal
and sale of ores, cetals, minerals, and all other materials of commercial
Yalue, and for all o£her purposes more particularly hereinafter set forth,
for a tern cc—encing as of ( ./.,tA .— -x.' -' ]-fi 1956, and expiring at
noon on the first day of > / *~~f, *Zcc* I r ,U , ?0C6, unless sooner terrai-
rated or extended as hereinafter provided.
AJTTICLE II
ASSIGNMENTS OF INTEREST U LEASTS
Id considera tioo of tha cutual benefit* to accrue therefroa, each of
->•
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1 2,720
2 1,226
3 7£7
u, 3,165
5 532
6 670
7 1,019
6 372
the L^sors hereby assigns, transfers and sets over to each of the
Lessors its lease hereby given to Bear Creek, toother with it:
in and to all royalties payable pursuant to said lease and under this frit
Agreement, on account of production fro. the property of said Lessor, in
the proportions set forth in paragraph 3of Article Vhereof; and each
said Lessor does hereby covenant and agree with each other said Lessor,
to make, execute and deliver any and .11 other instruments of assi£r..ent
cr transfer which may be deeded necessary or proper to evidence the fact
that such several interest, in said leases and rights to participate in
such royalties have been so assigned and are so held and enjoyed.
ARTICLE III
DEFINITION'S
AS used in this Agreement, the following terms have the meanings
herein stated)
1. The term "production is begun- means either the date -when Bear
Creek has mined from the Drdt Tract an average of 2,500 tons of ore per
,o-.th for.a six-months period, or the date when Bear Creek has been fully
reimbursed for all pre-production expenditures, whichever first occurs. ,
2. Tne term -pre-production expenditures" (for which Bear Creek
i5 entitled to be reimbursed) means .11 expenditures made by Bear Creek
after the date of this Agreement, and before -production is begun", in
connection with any and .11 ir.vestig.tion, exploration, development, mining,
extraction, benefici.tion, milling, processing, re.ov.1 and sale of ores,
metals, minerals ,nd other materials vithin and fro. the Dnit Tract, as
authorized by these leases and this Agreement, except royalties paid to
Lessors, income and franchise taxes, home office overhead expenses and
supervisory salaries not directly related to operations under the Dnit
Tract, the acquisition cost of depreciable ilea, »d allowance for
depletion. Vithout liritin, the generality of the foregoing, -pre-production
expenditures- -hall include depreciation on depreciable items acquired
solely for us. under this Agreenent at a rat. which will fully depreciate
-L-
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and suptr-nsory salaries which are directly related to operations in the
Dnit Iract, including allocation in accordance with generally accepted
accounting principles of insurance, rent, clerical silaries, supplies,
telephone, telegram, and legal services; the acquisition cost of items
used in connection with any of such operations of Bear Creet which by
generally accepted accounting principles is expensed at the time of
acquisition; reasonable rental charges for equipment owned and used by
Bear Creek in connection with such operations, but not acquired solely for
such, use; reas: _le transportation expenses of employees, professional
staff, rr.aterials and equipment to the site cf the work, and for the return.
of equipment and such employees and staff on completion of their work.
3- The term "Operating Costs- means all expenditures cade by Bear
Creek after "production is begun" in connection with any and all investi
gation, exploration, development, mining, extraction, beneficiation, milling,
processing, removal and sale of ores, metals, minerals and ether materials
within and free: the Dnit Tract as authorized by these Leases and this
Agreement, except royalties paid to Lessors, income and franchise taxes,
home office overhead expenses and supervisory salaries not directly re
lated to operations under the Dnit Tract, the acquisition cost of depre
ciable items, and allowance for depletion. Vithout limiting the generality
of the foregoing, "operating costs1 shall include depreciation on depre
ciable items acquired solely for use under this Agreement at a rate which
will fully depreciate such Items over their estimated useful life; bone
office overhead expenses and supervisory salaries which are directly related
to operations in the Dnit Tract, including allocation in accordance with
generally accepted accounting principles of insurance, rent, clerical salaries,
supplies, telephone, telegram, and legal services; the acquisition cost of
itens used io connection with any of such operations of Bear Creek which by
generally accepted accounting principles is expensed at the tiae of acquisi
tion; reasonable rental charges for equipnent owned and used by Bear Creek
in connection with such operations, but not acquired solely for such tse;
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referable transportation er>er.ses cf ir.f.r/ees, prcfessi c-.al staff, materials
and equipment to the site of the work, and for the return of eoui"-.ent and
such employe2s and staff on completion of their work.
L. The term "depreciable items" means iterr.s the acquisition cost of
which by generally accepted accounting principles is recovered on a denre-
ciation basis.
5. The term "net snelter returns" means all suras received by Bear
Creek for ores' or other products from the Dnit Tract and/or products derived
from such ores or products, and such additional amounts, if any, as are
received by or accrue to Bear Creek from governmental subsidies, goTermr.-rtal
purchase contracts or other like sources of revenue on account of the pro
duction,, sale and/or disposal of any and all ores mined from the Dnit Tract
and/or products obtained therefrom less any freight, truck or treatment
charges not deducted by the purchaser. In the event that Government regula
tions prohibit the payment of royalties on all or a part of such additional
amounts, the amounts on which payment of royalties is prohibited shall not
be included in Net Smelter Returns. Tne words "products derived from such
ores cr products" as used above are not intended to include products fabricated
or manufactured frorj such products. In the event that the mill or smelter
to which the aforesaid ores or products shall be delivered is owned or operated
by Bear Creek or its assigns, the till or smelter charges of such mill or
smelter shall not be greater than those of other comparable mills or smelters
for milling or smelting similar material.
ARTICLE IT
lessors com'Atrr
1. Title Varranty. It is expressly understood that the several Lessors
in granting the foregoing leases, and entering into this Agreement, do not
agree with Bear Creek to warrant and defend the title to the claims aDd pro
perty severally lea.ed by thea as against claLr.3 and demands of third persons.
Bear Creek takes «uch leases subject to any superior claims or demands, if any,
the defense of its lessee rights to be at the expense of Bear Creek, but
82
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their several titles are clear subject in the case of unpatented mining
claims to the caramoont title of the United States. Lessors do not under
take or agree in any manner to acquire title cm .-make good the title to any
of the claims covered by the aforesaid leases, bet each said Lessor agrees
that should it hereafter acquire title or cure defects, if acy, in the title
-existing at the tine of the execution of this Agreement such later acquire
ment of title shall support and be subject to the rights herein granted.
Each Lessor, however, warrants title to and agrees to defend the property
covered by the aforesaid le2se given by it to Bear Creek, and every part
thereof, against all acts cr claims cf said Lessor. Should Lear Creek
find it necessary in its judgment to cur- any defect in the title of any
Lessor, the expense incurred in curing such defect may be deducted fron
any royalties payable to such Lessor hereunder. The several Lessors
covenant to fully cooperate with Bear Creek in any legal action or pro
ceeding so deemed necessary or desirable by Bear Creek to acquire title or
cure title defects.
2. Limitations ic Surface Leases. Lessors severally promise and
agree that any lease, permit or license to any other person, partnership
or corporation for use of the leased premises for purposes other than
those hereby granted to Bear Creek, shall contain a specific covenant that
such Lessee, Femittee or Licensee shall make no use of the premises which
shall interfere with Bear Creek's use thereof hereunder, and that such
Lessee, Permittee or Licensee shall have no claim against Bear Creek for
accidental daeare to property of such Lessee.
Lessors shall promptly furnish Bear Creek copies of all existing
and future lease, permit ot license arreer-ents for the quarrying or miring
of limestone or dolomite or for the removal of mine dumps, or for any
purpose other than those hereby granted to Sear Creek. Lessors shall furnish
Bear Creek all geologic information available to Lessors whether under such
leases, pernits, licenses or agreements or otherwise, all assays, geologic
maps, reports and opinions, logs of drill holes and surveys of surface
-7-
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and underground workinrs and drill holes, in or pertaining to the Unit
Tra ct. All leases, permits, licenses and agreements aforesaid shall rehire
the lessees, permittees and licensees thereunder, to make available to Hear
Creek, upon the latter's demand, copies of their assays and geoloric maps
and reports, lo^s of drill holes and surveys.of surface, underground workings
and drill holes in or pertinent to the Dnit Tract or any part of it.
ARTICLE V
EEAR CREEX Cff.TT.'AKTS
In consideration of the foregoing leases, Bear Creek does hereby
covenar.t and agree with the Lessors as follows:
1. I-linim.um Work Requirements, (a) During each of the first five
years fros; the date -hereof to expend on exploration, development and mining
operations the sum of $100,000 a year on such portions of the land in the
Unit Tract as it shall deem advisable in order to determine the probability
of the presence of merchantable ores therein and to develop and mine the
same. The locations of such operations shall be determined by Bear Creek
in its discretion, and so long as any operations shall be conducted during
such period upon any of the lands lying In said Dnit Tract, Bear Creek
shall be under no obligation to engage in any such operations upon the
premises embraced within any particular lease. Unless such exploration
or other operations shall have been conmenced by Bear Creek on lands within
the Dnit Tract prior to January 1, 1°57» «H such leases shall theD terminate.
If Bear Creek shall expend . sum in excess of $100,000 in any of the first
five years, the amount in excess thereof may be carried forward as a credit
against the amount to be expended In any subsequent year of such five-year
period. In the .ixth ye.r, Bear Creek's expenditures obligation shall be
$100,000 and no credit frcn .n earlier year cay be applied thereto, bat
Bear Creek shall have the right to credit any excess expenditure in the
sixth year to expenditures in the succeeding five years. Beginning in the
seTenlb. year and continuing through the life of this lease and any extension
thereof, unless waived by the application of the waiver clause in subparagraph
-6-
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1(d) cf this Article V, Bear Creek's m-i-m annual obligation to expend
shall likewise be $1 CO, 000, which may be satisfied to the extrr.t of not m;re
than iSOjOX1 by a credit carried forward equal in amount to nDt more than
SZ% of the excess expenditures during the preceding five years which have
not already teen applied a.s a credit.
(b) It is understood that the above work requirement will be fulfilled
if performed en any of the tracts within the Dnit Tract.
(c) Expenditures to be credited against the minicram work requirements
shall include all expenditures made by Bear Creek in connection with any and
all investigations, exploration, development, mining, extraction, beneflcia
tion, milling, processing, removal and sale of ores, metals, minerals and
other materials within and from the Dnit Tract, as authorised by these leases
and this Agreement, except royalties paid to Lessors, income and franchise
taxes, heme office overhead expenses and supervisory salaries not directly
related to operations under this Dnit Tract, the acquisition cost of depre
ciable items, and allowance for depletion. V.'ithcut limiting the generality
of the foregoing, minimum work requirement expenditures shall include depre
ciation on depreciable items acquired solely for use under this Agreement
at a rate which will fully depreciate such items over their estimated useful
life; home office overhead expenses and supervisory salaries which are
directly related to operations in the Dnit Tract, including allocation in
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles, of insurance, rent,
clerical salaries, supplies, telephone, telegram, and legal services; the
acquisition cost of items used in connection with any of such operations of
Bear Creek which by generally accepted accounting principles is expensed
at the tiae of acquisiti ca; reasonable rental charges for equipment owned
and used by Bear Creek in connection with such pytrjatiorj, but not acquired
solely for such use; reasonable transportation expenses of employees, pro
fessional staff, materials and equipment to the site of the work, and for
the return of equipment and such employees and staff on completion of their
work.
(d) After production shall have been begun, if for a period of not
-9-
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less than 3"' days immediately prior to the cc-.~enci-.ent of a minimum. '..nrrk
year hereunder, prevailing metal prices shall be sach that ore svriliVle in
adequate quantities in the Unit Tract would not yield net smelter returns
greater than the operating costs 25 defined in this .Agreement, the foregoing
rininum work requirements for such, succeeding work year shall be waived;
provided, however, that during any such year of waiver Bear Creek shall at
.11 times maintain the equipment and structures installed upon the Unit
Tract in good condition, shall ke-p safely accessible all nine workings of
a Dermanent nature used in or necessary to mining operations, and all un
patented mining claims in good standing, and shall maintain water rights as
specified in Article V, paragraph 15(b) of this Agreement; provided further,
that within 10 days frccu the commencement of such minimum work yc2r, Eear
Creek shall have given Lessors notice containing a certificate cf the pre
vailing metal prices and other pertinent facts.
2. Reports to Lessors for Tax Purposes. To furnish annually to each
lessor upon whose property money shall have been erpended during the year,
such information as m-ay be required to enable such Lessor to make its annual
net proceeds tax return for such year.
3. Royalties. To pay royalties as follows:
(a) Before production is begun: To pay to Lessors 155 of any net
smelter returns remaining after deducting operating costs, divided among
them in the following proportions:
(i) On net smelter returns less costs attributable (in
accordance with subparagraph (c) below) to ores and
other products extracted from Tracts 1, 2 and 3, owned
by Chief Consolidated Xining Company:
Chief Consolidated Kiting Comma--/-- — -ff-2/3S of said 155
Tintic SUndard Wring Compare" 10-2/3? thereof
Eureka Standard Consolidated Mrlng Company €-2/2% m
Eureka Lillv Consolidated Kining Company 1-2/3S "
South Standard VAniiig Company 11-1/3S "
(ii) On net smelter r*tu_ .:s less costs attributable to ores
and other products extracted from Tracts U, $, 6, 7
and C, owned by the last four Lessors named above:
Chief Consolidated Kining Company 33-1/3S of said 15J
Tintic Standard Kinir.g Co-pa——- 21-1/3S thereof
Eureka Standard Consolidated /-lining Company 13-1/35 "
Eureka Lilly Consolidated Kining Company ?-l/3* •
South Standard Kinin* Company 22-2/3* •
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Tne remaining cJJ of any ret smelter returns left afltr dei.ctir.r operating
costs shall be applied in redaction of pre-prcd-cti on erpeniitures cf -ear
Creek. Tne amount payable to Lessors shall be computed for each calendar
month on the basis of smelter statements for cres shipped curing such
calendar month and shall be paid before the end of the next succeeding
month, or as soon thereafter as possible,
(b) After production had begun:
(1) Cntil Bear Creek shall have been reimbursed for all pre-
production expenditures, to pay to Lessors 155 of any net shelter returns
remaining after deducting operating costs, divided among then as provided
in subparagraph (a) above. The remaining £5$ thereof shall be applied in
reduction of such pre-production expenditures. The amount 50 payable to
Lessors for any calendar year shall be paid on or before the 25th day of
March of the next succeeding year.
(2) .After Bear Creek shall have been reimbursed for all pre-
production expenditures, to pay to Lessors 37-1/2J of any net smelter returns
remaining after deducting operating costs, divided among them in the fol
lowing proportions:
(i) On net smelter returns less costs attributable to ores
and other products extracted from Tracts 1, 2 and 3,
owned by Chief Consolidated mining Company:
Chief Consolidated Kining Company 66-2/3$ of said 37-1/25
Tintic Standard Kining Company 10-2/3$ thereof
Eureka Standard Consolidated Kining Company 6-2/3$ •
Eureka Lilly Consolidated Kining Company 1-2/3$ •
South SUndard Kining Company 11-1/3$ •
(ii) On net smelter returns less costs attributable to ores
or other products extracted from Tracts h, $, 6, 7
and 6, owned by the last four Lessors ramed above:
Chief Consolidated Kining Company 33-1/3? of said 37-1/2$
Tintic Standard Kining Company — 21-1/3$ thereof
Eureka Standard Consolidated Kining Compare" 13-1/3$ •
Eureka Lilly Consolidated Kining Company 5-1/3$ •
South Standard Kining Company 22-2/3$ •
The amount so payable to Lessors for any calendar year shall be paid on or
before the 25th day of Karch of the nert succeeding year.
(c) In determining, for the purposes of subparagraphs (a) and (b) aboTe,
the costs attributible to cres and other products extracted from the three
-11-
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tracts owned by Crief Consolidated lining Cc-pany and from, the five tracts
owned by the other four Lessors, the costs attributable to each Lessor's
tracts or tract shall be .d amount which bears the sarae relationship to the
total operating costs incurred on all eight tracts as the net smelter
returns realized on ore and other products extracted from such Lessor's
tracts or tract bears to the total amount of the net smelter returns
realized on the eight tracts.
(d) In determining the "net smelter returns remaining after deducting
operating costs" under subparagraphs (a) and (b) above, only operating costs
incurred in the calendar year ray be deducted except that operating costs
in excess of net smelter returns for the calendar year may be carried forward
as a cost to any year in the first two years folio-wing such year. ,
L. Reports Relating to Royalties. To furnish reports as follows:
(a) Before production is begun: Before the end of each month following
a mcr.th in which any net smelter returns have been received, or as soor. there
after as possible, to furnish to each Lessor a report of the net smelter
returns so received, which report shall be accompanied by copies of rill or
smelter settlement sheets.
(b) After production had begun: (i) Within 60 days after production
had begun to furnish to each Lessor a detailed statement of all pre-production
expenditures and net smelter returns as of the date production had begun,
and the net amount of pre-production expenditures for which Bear Creek had
not been reimbursed before production had begun.
(ii) Eefore the end of each month after the month in which
production shall be begun, or as scon thereafter .5 possible, to furnish to
each Lessor a complete report of its operations during the preceding calendar
month, which report shall contain a statement of operating costs and net
smelter returns and which shall be accompanied by copies of mill or snelter
settlement sheets.
(ill) On or before the 25th day of Karcb of each year after
the year in which production shall be begun, to furnish to each Lessor a report
of its operations during the preceding calendar year, which report shall con-
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tain a statement of opera ting costs, net smelter returns, tonnage and grade
of all ores and concentrates milled or shipped; provided, however, that
the first report so furnished shall cover the period from the date production
had begun until the end of the calendar year in which production had begun.
5. Quality of Work. To perform all exploration, development, and
rining work in the premises leased herein in a minerlike fashion. All such
work shall at all times be under the sole control of, and done in accordance
with, the exercise of the discretion and Judgment of Bear Creek as to time,
place and method of operation.
£. Safety and Maintenance. To keep all tunnels, drifts, shafts, and
other mine workings of a permanent nature which are used or necessary in mining
operations, free and clear of loose rock and rubbish, except when prevented
from so doing by mining casualty or other causes beyond its control; to make
all workings, tunnels, drifts, and raises in the premises lea ^*d herein of
such size as will meet all requirements of good curing practice; to timber,
and keep in repair, all timbering necessary and proper to be done in the
course of good mining, but Bear Creek shall not be obligated to maintain
any mine workings in existence at the date hereof, nor to maintain abandoned
tunnels, stopes, or sections which shall have been worked out, or which,
in the opinion of Bear Creek, shall be no longer necessary to Bear Creek's
mining operation; and any such workings may be allowed to cave, provided
such caving shall not damage main shafts, entry adits or main mine arteries
excavated after the date hereof.
7. Shipment and Conservation of Ores. To remove, insofar as practicable
and consistent with good mining practice, all commercial ore encountered in
exploration, development and mining operations in the Unit Tract, to the end
that said ores shall be preserved ox removed and shall not be wasted or
left in an inaccessible condition. To ship all marketable ores and/or
products therefrom and any other materials of value produced from the Dnit
Tract, to the smelter, reduction works or plant offering the most favorable
terms, transportation and other costs and charges considered.
£. Payment of Labor and Vaterial Claims. To furnish, and pay for, all
-13-
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labor, power, tools, equipment, powder, timber, and other materials and
supplies which ray be used by it in the prosecution of „ori{ und„ the£e
leases, and not to allow any claim, or lien for any such thing to be
effectually made or asserted against said premises, or against any Lessor. .
9. Indemnity Clause. To hold the several Lessors harmless and
fully indemnify them against .11 claims and demands of any kind or nature
which may be made upon them, or against any premises leased herein, for
or on account of any debt or expense contracted or incurred by Bear Creek,
and Bear Creek shall defend and save Lessors harmless, and fully indemnify
them as to any liability or asserted liability for, or on account of, injury
to or death of any person (except representatives of a Lessor upon the
premises under permission granted pursuant to paragraph 12 below) or for
damage to any property, sustained during the continuance of'these leases,
resulting free unsafe condition of any premises leased herein due to Bear
Creek's negligence or default. However, the leased premises are mining
property and will be operated as such, accompanied by the hazards attendant
upon such operation; in the absence of negligence or breach of duty owing
by Bear Creek, the latter guarantees the safety of neither person nor pro
perty of «ny kind or character or wherever situate.
10. Posting Notices. Dpon entering into possession of the premises
leased herein, to post forthwith, and thereafter keep posted, on the premises,
such notices as nay be necessary to adequately notify .11 p^o^ uho MT
come in or upon the leased presses that Mid premises are held by Bear
Creek under lease from . named Lessor, «nd that Bear Creek shall be liable
for the due compensation of .11 l.bor employed and Uie cost of .11 supplies
and materials purchased .nd used by Bear Creek in or open the leased premises,
and that Bear Creek, .nd not said Lessor, vill be responsible for any and
.11 debts and expenses incurred by Bear Creek in rining operations within
said premises. 3ear Creek shall otherwise comply with the statute, of the
SUte of Utah ix, that behalf, if ,uch statutes should be enacted.
11. Statutory Compliance,. To carry Vorkmen's Compensation Insurance
and Occupation,! Di„ase Disability Insurance covering Bear Creek's employees
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and sublessees; to pay any taxes and/or make any deductions under the
Federal Insurance Contributions Act, the Eederal unemployment Tax Act and
the Utah Employment Security Act for which Bear Creek may beccme obligated,
and to comoly with all other laws, rules and regulations of any duly consti
tuted governmental authority affecting Bear Creek's operations in the premises
leased hereby, and, on request of any Lessor, to furnish Lessor supporting
evidence of compliance with the requirements of this paragraph. '
12. Inspection by Lessor. To permit a Lessor, or a duly authorized
representative of a Lessor, at all reasonable times to enter into any
workings in the Dnit Tract for the purpose of examining, Inspecting, surveying
or taking such samples as such Lessor or representative may desire, and of
ascertaining whether the terms and conditions of these leases are being
performed by Bear Creek, and Bear Creek's agent or representative ray accom
pany such Lessor or its representative, but such Lessor or its representative
shall enter upon said premises at its or his own risk. Such Lessor or its
representative, authorized in writing, shall at all reasonable times have
access to- all records of production frco the Dnit Tract and such other
records as will show compliance on the part of Bear Creek with the provisions
of these leases and this Agreement.
13. Furnishing Information. To furnish Lessors brief • onthly progress
reports including a statement as to whether or not any shipments of ores or
other products were made during the preceding month.
To make available to any Lessor upon request a copy of Bear Creak's
assays and assay and geologic maps, logs, and surveys of drill holes and
surveys of the surface and of mine workings, and statement of expenditures
incurred to the then date.
lb. Tax Payments.
(a) Upon tlnely receipt of notice of taxes due from the appro
priate Lessor or other entity. Bear Creek shall rake tax payments as follows:
(i) Shall pay before delinquency all taxes upon personal
property placed or installed by Bear Creak in or upon
the leased premises and .11 taxes upon any structures
and iinprovements so constructed or installed thereon
and assessed to Bear Creek;
-15-
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(ii) Shall pay to each Lessor, not less than 15 days prior
to the delinquency date, an amount equal to all taxes
upon structures and improvements constructed or in
stalled by Bear Creek and upon any other structure
being occupied or used by Eear Creek, in or upon the
premises covered by its lease and assessed to the
Lessor;
(iii) Shall pay to each Lessor, not less than 15 days prior
to the delinquency date, an amount equal to the net
proceeds taxes, occupation taxes and/or other taxes based
upon production frcea its premises covered by Its lease;
and furnish to such Lessor information and data concer
ning the operations Id its premises as shall be required
to enable the Lessor to make returns for tax purposes;
and
(iv) Shall pay before delinquency all other general property
taxes levied and assessed against the demised premises,
and not specified in subparagraphs (a) i, ii and iii
of this paragraph Ih.
(b) Each Lessor promises and agrees to pay promptly the taxes
for which Bear Creek is obligated under subparagraph (a) of this paragraph
lu upon receiving from Bear Creek the amount thereof.
15. («) Unpatented Kining Claims. Except as herein otherwise provided.
Bear Creek shall perform, or make upon, or for the benefit of, the unpatented
mining claims embraced vithin the Unit Tract, any annual labor or improvements
required to keep and maintain said mining claims in good standing, as unpaten
ted lode mining claims, for each assessment year in which these leases shall
be in force on the first day of the third month prior to the end of each such
year; provided, that work performed by a Lessor on property adjoining an
unpatented mining claim and applicable to soch assessment work, and work done
by Sear Creek in the ordinary course of its operations and so applicable may
be applied thereon and shall be at the cost of th« person performing such
work; any work performed by Bear Creek solely for the purpose of maintaining
such claim or claims in good standing shall be for the account of the Lessor
of such claia and Bear Creek shall be entitled to reimbursement from such
Lessor for the expenses so incurred. Any amount so due to Bear Creek may be
deducted by Bear Creek free any moneys becoming payable to such Lessors
hereunder. Unless a Lessor performing work on adjoining property applicable
toward annual assessment work on unpatented claims vithin the Unit Tract
shall notify Bear Creek of the performance of such work and cf the amount so
-16-
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apolicable at least US cays prior to the end of the assess-ent year, 5ear
Creek shall, upon timely notice of the Lessor's failure, perform cr cause
to be performed all work or r.2ke all improvements required to maintain such
claim or claims in good standing. Bear Creek shall f urrl sh to such Lessor
information as to the work done by it to enable Such Lessor to rake proof
of the performance of annual assessment work, and each Lessor shall rake
timely proof of the performance of annual assessment work; provided, however,
that for any year or years in which assessment work on unpatented mining
claims shall be suspended by act of Congress, the respective Lessors agree
to file Notice of Intention to Hold unpatented mining claims or other
papers required under any such law, and the Lessors do severally authorize
Bear Creek to file such papers in its behalf in the event of its unavailability.
If at any time any Lessor shall desire to abandon any of its unpatented
lode mining claims which are a part of the Unit Tract, such Lessor shall so
notify Bear Creek in writing at least one hundred twenty (120) days prior
to the end of the then current assessment year, naming and describing each
claim that Lessor shall desire to abandon, and upon receipt by Bear Creek
of such notice said claims shall thereafter be excluded from the Unit Tract,
and the acreage of such claims shall be subtracted from the totil acreage
of the tract or tracts in which such claims shall be situated, said tracts
and acreages being those set forth in Article I of this Unit Agreement.
Bear Creek shall then have the right to have any or all of said claims conveyed
to it by such Lessor, by so requesting in writing to Lessor prior to the
end of said assessment year, and Lessor agrees upon receipt of such notice
to forthwith convey to Bear Crtek those claims so designated by Bear Creek.
(b) Vater Rights. The sources of water supply hereinafter
nentioned are essential to the successful conduct of the mining operation
contemplated by this Leases and Dnit Agreement and as such Bear Craek will to
the best of its ability, consistent with the lawful conduct of its operations
hereunder and the untrammeled exercise by it is said Lessee of the rights
and privileges pertinent thereto, maintain the beneficial use of, and safe
guard and protect said water sources, together with the pipe lines, storage
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tanks and distribution lines pertinent thereto; but Bear Creek will net
undertake to warrant, protect or defend Lessor's title to said water
sources or the us- thereof, or to any thereof, or to provide any warranty
or assurance as to their continued existence, or *s to the uninterrupted
continuity of their flow, against diversion, interruption or destruction,
howsoever caused.
Said water rights and sources of water supply are the following, to
witi
(i) Those certain rights in and to the waters of Gough
Springs, Big Lode Spring, Gold 3ond 5pring, and
Silver Rock Spring, shown on the plat attached
hereto and marked Exhibit mC*, and more particularly
described upon the list of Sources of V.'ater Supply
Near Dividend, Utah, hereto attached and marked
Exhibit •D";
(ii) Bear Creek shall have the right to use any or all waters
Issuing from, or obtainable from the South Standard
Shaft, Aperdue Spring and/or Kerriman (or Apex) Spring,
also shown on Exhibit *C", and more particularly
described in Exhibit "D"; but Bear Creek shall Dot be
obligated to safeguard, protect or maintain these rights
or sources of water supply or any of them, should their
use, or the use of any of them, in Bear Creek's judgment,
be unnecessary to the exploration or mining purposes of
Bear Creek.
The expense of protecting and maintaining said water rights, or any of
then, shall be a part of the pre-production expenditures or of the operating
costs, whichefer shall then apply; and any revenue derived from the sale by
Bear Creek to others of water from any or .11 of the .foresaid sources shall
be credited as income to the leased premises.
16. Kill on Land Outside Unit Tract. In the event Bear Creek shall
construct a mill on land outside the Dnit Tract, for use in connection with
Its operations ic the Unit Tract, such mill shall in .11 respects and for .11
purposes of this Unit Agree-ent be considered and treated .s though constructed
on the Unit Tract and be subject to the same provisions respecting costs of
operation, allowance for depreciation, profits and sale upon termination
of this Unit Agreement, as *ny fixtures and equipment constructed or in
stalled by Bear Creek vithin the Dnit Tract. If upco termination of this
Dnit Agreement and after reinhurse-ment of Bear Creek as provided In
subparagraph (c) of paragraph 7 ** Article TI of this Dnit Agreement, suth
-IB-
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mill or any part thereof, inclucinr equipment, ar>z\ Eesr Creep's interest ic
the land upon which the mill shall be located shall not haT» bten so disposed
of, upon request cf Lessors, Bear Creek shall execute and deliver suitable
instruments of conveyance to transfer to Lessors Bear Cree):^ re-airing in
terest in such mill, including equipment, and the land upon which it shall
be located.
17, Kaintalning Insurance. Bear Creek shall maintain insurance
policies issued by such insurers as shall be approved by it, upon all
structures and equipment installed upon the Dnit Tract, and upon any mill
constructed cm land outside the Unit Tract for use in connection with Its
operations in the Crit Tract, against fire and such other hazards as Bear
Creek shall deem necessary, and in such amounts as shall in its judgment
fully cover the insurable value thereof. The proceeds of any loss payable
under such insurance policies shall be payable to Bear Creek. If any such
proceeds received by Bear Creek be not used by it for replacement or repair
of the damaged property within three years after receipt, or be not aet
aside for such use in connection with repairs or reconstruction commenced
vithin such year, Bear Creek shall first reimburse itself out of such
proceeds in a sum equal to the portion of the cost of the lost or damaged
property for which it shall not have been reimbursed out of net smelter
returns, and the bjlance if any of the insurance proceeds received on
account of loss or damage of such property shall then be paid over tD the
Lessors, respectively, in proportion to the acreage of each as set forth
In Article I of this Dnit Agreement, •• *=*nded by paragraph 15 (a) of this
Article T.
ARTICLE VI
FX7.THER KJTUa AumEEKZ.:T5 OF TEE PAJtTISS
1. Operating and Subcontracts. Star Creek may and shall have the
right at any time to enter Into any agreement or agretr.eats not Inconsistent
•with the terms of these-leases and this Agreement, with substantial and reli
able operating companies, for the performance of «ny of the rifhts or ohligi-
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tions of Eear Creek hereunder.
2. Subletting by Bear Creek. Sear Creek may block-lease portions
of the leased premises.
3«" Incidental Use of Froperty. Bear Creek may possess, occupy and
use, in the course of and as pertinent to its operation upon or within the
leased preaises, all or any of the office, industrial, residential or other
structures and their contents presently upon or within said premises, in
cluding any or all of the following at or in the vicinity of the Tintic
Standard No. 1 Shaft:
Hoist house, beadframe, change house, ore bins, and any other
buildings and structures that are a part of these surface
installations;
and the following at or in the vicinity of Tintic Standard No. 2 Shaft:
Kine office, machine shop, warehouse, sampling and bucking house,
assay office, timber framing shed, dwellings and accompanying
garages, switch houses and transformer racks, warehouses and
other buildings.
Bear Creek shall maintain in reasonably good state of repair whatever
it shall elect to retain and use, ordinary wear and tear and reasonable de
preciation to result from Bear Creek's said use and possession alone ex
cepted; »cd Bear Creek shall pay the taxes and insur.nce, power, light and
miscellaneous costs on all such buildings and structures accruing over the
period of their said retention and use. Such payments shall be a part of
the pre-production expenditures or of the operating costs, whichever shall
then apply.
Bear Creek shall have at least one responsible person living at the
Tintic Standard property to discourage theft and be alert to prevent damage
by fire. As soon as reasonably practical under the circumstances but not to
exceed two years from the date hereof. Bear Creek shall advise Tintic Standard
Mining Cocpany, in writing, as to the said buildings and structures which
Bear Creek shall not require, whereupon Tintic Standard Kining Company shall
be at liberty to dispose of those not needed and Tintic Standard Kining
*
Company, upon receipt of such notice, shall assume the maintenance cost and
pay taxes and insurance on those buildings and structures not needed by
-•;<••
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Bear Creek.
Baar Creek may purchase all cr any part of the machinery, tool;
instrur.ent5 and equipment now on hand <t the Tintic Standard • rcvided
that ccmm.itr.ent to purchase such items b'_ mace by Sear Creek within
90 days from the date hereof, all items not desired by E-ar Creek may
be disposed of by Tintic Standard, but Bear Creek shall have first
refusal of any such items and ray purchase the- for the price offered
Tintic Standard.
Lear Creek -hall take over from Tintic standard on a csnsirmment
basis for a period of one yttr from the date hereof, the supplies which
ire covered by Tintic Standard's stores Inventory. »ny itexs not pur
chased by Bear Cree.-: by the end of the year shall at that time be re
turned to Tin-ic standard.
Tintic Standard may have a representative on its leased prcperty
to supervise the disposal cf buiidinrs, structures, machinery, tools and
equipment which rear Creek elects not to use or purchase.
In connection with the investigation., exploration, development and
mining of the Unit Tract, Bear Creek may re.nove specimens of rock .nd ere
for study or analysis, may deposit excavated ceil and rock upon the pre
mises covered by any of the foregoing leases, may drain water from any such
premises and may use in cennectior. with its operations any water and
.timber upon or fro:-, any such 'premises, and make full use of all roads,
cartways and trails upon any such premises. Lessors shall grant easements,
permits and licenses for ?&tr lines *,na railroad r.^crs over and upon the
leased premises or any part thereof as requested by Bear Crtek.
rear Creek ray also possess, occupy .ni -se in the course cf its
said operation any or all mine workings within the Unit Tract.
*»• Acceptarxe of r.-ports and Settlements, iny report required to
be rendered by Bear Creek, and any settlcmer.t made rhall te deemed to have
been finally accepted *s an adaauatc and final statement and s»ttl»r*nt,
and shall be conclusivr between all parties hereto unless ex.-,*.. or. thereto
in writing be taken within '0 days af*T ueh.rtpcrt shall Uvt !' — rendered
811:
or settlement r-ade.
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S- Vgrtical Kining Rights. The several Lessors covenant and agree
with Bear Creek, and with each other, that the boundary lines between
and separating any mining claims and portions of mining claims and
properties of Lessors lying either vithin or vithout the Unit Tract
shall be and the same are hereby extended downward vertically, and
vertical planes as thus described extended downward on and along the
courses of said boundary line shall, for the purposes of the aforesaid
leases and of this Agreement, constitute the fixed boundary lines
between the aforesaid adjoining mining claims and portions of mining
claims and properties, cutting off and terminating at said vertical
planes all existing, or hereafter claimed dip, or extralateral mining
rights; and each said Lessor agrees not to claim, and hereby waives any
right to claim mining rights beyond said boundary lines extended
downward into the .arth vertically, during the continuance of this
Agreement and with respect to any work done or ores mined hereunder.
6- Termination by Lessors for Cause. If there shall be a violation
by Bear Creek of any covenant, or covenants, or agreements herein con
tained, and Lessors owning 75? or more of the total acreage covered by these
leases shall send by registered mail addressed to Bear Creek at 161 East
h?d Street, Eev lork, H. I., written notice specifying such violation and
demanding possession of the premises covered by such leases, «nd if at the
expiration of 90 day, after the dat* of wiling said notice and demand the
Tiolation still continues, the terms of all these leases shall then at the
option of Lessors owning such per cent of the total acreage covered by these
leases, terminate and expire and the leasehold rights of Bear Creek in all
auch premises shall become forfeited, and without further demand or notice the
several Lessors, by their .gents or attorneys, nay enter upon and into the
respective premises leased by them and dispossess all person, occupying the
.««, with or vithout force, and vith or vithout process of lav, or at their
option, E.ar Creek and all persons found in occupation of any such leased
premises may be proceeded against as guilty of nnlivful detainer; and
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-'*il^ zy s,=hlasers to .,er:i5. ^or Sny l.,£th of ti-.e lr}. rifw 0,
fe.-,it._-. ,„.- 5u:h ciu5e ,hlll lR n0 ev,,t „.,„,._, „ , vilw o, ^ ^
•>.' for.>it_-. for such cau„ slill continaine, or for .,y rccurrtnc! ^^
or for any different cause.
?* 5ur'"d«' ^ frerises on TenHn.Mnn. ~^T Creek ^ deliver
to the several Lessors the premises leased herein, with the appurtenances
and improvements, in good order and condition, reasonable wear and tear
and carJre by natural causes and the nirinf operations herein authorised
excepted, without demand, or further notice, on the last day of the term
hereof, cr of any extended term., or at any time previous upon termination
hereof; provided, hovever:
(a) Broken Ores. That .11 broken ores on surface or underground
not shipped prior to such expiration or earlier termination may be removed
by Bear Creek vithin 90 days after termination and accounted for as herein
provided as if shipped and sold prior to termination, but if not so'removed
vlthir. said 90 day period such ores shall become the property of the Lessor
in whose premises located.
(b) Track, ftp,, £te. m trackSj pipe Md vcntilaUn_ ^^
shall remain in place at the termination of the lease and become the pro
perty of the Lessor in whose premises installed.
(cJ RenOY*l p* Equipment. Upon termination of these leases
Bear Creek shall have the right within 120 days from the date of such Uri
nation to remove from said premises and .ell sufficient fixtures and equip-
•Mt (ether than track, pipe and ventilating tubing) constructed or installed
by it either on the surface or underground and not necessary for access to
shafts, main ltvels and adits and main haul.ge-w.y, ., vill fully reimburse
it for any undepreciated portion of th- cost of such fixtures and equipment,
provided thai any Lessor shall hav. the option to purchase at a. favorable a
price ar.d upon a. favorable terms a, can be obtained by Bear Creek froz, any
other person, any such fixture, or equipment located on it, leased property,
by Civi.,g Eear Crre): written notice of it, election to purchase .uch fixture.
or equipment vithin JO d.y after the -at. of such termination. All such
-2*.
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fixtures 2nd equipment not required to be disposed of to so reimburse 5ear
Creek and any such equipment remaining on the premises 120 days after the
date of termination of such leases shall become the property of the Lessors
and be held by them in proportion to the acreage of each as set forth in
Article 1 of this Unit Agreement, as amended by paragraph 15 (a) of this
Article V.
E. Delay T>ue to Causes Seyond Control of Bear Creek. If Bear Creek
shall be delayed, or interrupted in, or prevented from, performing Its
obligations, as herein provided, by Acts of God, fires, floods, strikes or
labor troubles, breakage of machinery, inability to obtain necessary materials,
supplies or labor, interruptions in delivery or transportation, insurrection
or nob violence. Injunction, regulations or order's or requirements of Govern
ment or other disabling cause beyond its reasonable control, then and in
all such cases Bear Creek shall for the time being, and vithout liability,
be excused from performance of its oblirations as herein provided, for the
period of such privention, delay or interruption; and all provisions cf
these leases and this Arreenent .hall again come into full force and effect
immediately upon the ttrrdnation of the period of prevention, delay or
disability resulting from any of the causes aforesaid.
°i Integration of Agreement - Amendments. This Agreement constitutes
the vhole agreement between the parties. There are no terms, obligations,
covenants or conditions other than contained herein. No variation thereof
shall be deemed valid unless signed by the parties representing J$$ or aore
of the total acreage of the Dnit Tract vlth the same formality as this
Agreement.
10- Termination by Bear Creek. Anything in this Leases and Dnit
Agreement contained to the contrary notwithstanding, continuance of these
leases shsll be optional vith Bear Creek, and no penalty shall accrue or be
asserted against Sear Creek by reason of such termination or for failure
thereafter to perform any of the conditions, terms and agreements hereof;
and Bear Creek nay terminate all such leases (but not less than all) and
this Agreement, at any time upon giving to Lessors <0 days vrftten notice
of intention to terminate; thereupon any liability of Bear Creek hereunder
shall immediately cease and terminate, except liability on account cf any
obligation arising out of its operations in the leased premises, incurred
and owing at the time of such termination.
11. F.eneval. Bear CreeY shall have the right to extend these leases
and this Agreement at the end of the first 50-year term for an additional
term of 50 years on the same terms and conditions as shall then be in effect
upon giving Lessors written notice of renewal at least one year prior to
the date of expiration of the original term.
12. Notices. All notices herein provided to be given to Bear Creek
shall be gi*en in writing delivered by registered rail to Bear Creek Kinlng
Company, 161 Fast Ud Street, I.'ew Tork, JJ. T., and to Lessors by registered
mail at the addresses stated at the beginning of this Leases and Dnit Agree
ment or at such other addresses as they may from time to time designate.
13* Agreement Binding on Assigns. Bear Creek may assign this "Leases
and Dnit Agreement* to any corporate affiliate or subsidiary with joint
responsibility on Bear Creek's part for the faithful performance of Lessee's
obligation hereunder; this Instrument may not be otherwise assigned, unless
and until Lessors holding not less than 75* of the acreage Included in said
Dnit Tract shall have consented thereto in writing. Each and every clause
and covenant of this Agreement shall extend to, benefit and bind tha
successors and assigns of the parties hereto respectively.
1L. Release. Should this Agreement be placed on record, and the
foregoing leases be surrendered or terminated under any provision hereof
prior to the end of the term, Bear Craek shall execute and deliver to Lessors
an instrument of surrender and release.
15* Conflictinr Title Claim,. In the event that it shall appear that
any person or corporation other than a Lessor shall have an interest in any
land vithin the Dnit Tract and such person or corporation shall consent to
the tents of these leases and this Agreement or Join herein as co-lessor
with the Lessor leasing such land or any intanst therein, all payments due
tha owners of such land shall be apporUoned on the basis then or from tis*
to time thereafter agreed upon between such parties or in tha absence of such
.CT«=.„t ™, th. ba5i, cr th.ir r.5,.ctiv. l.gll inUresl ,„ ^ ^^ ^
such in!s.-.rt ray b. judiciillj- det.mined.
16. E^J^tr^. L.„or, Chi„, Co.n.olicUt.d >-^ng Co,^y, ^
«.•«. .„* P.rron= .11 or tv. cii^tions ^Med u?on It by that eertaia
contact with the UMt.d Sut„ or taerica, .cting through thf Bepart_Mt
of the Interior, being Defence Mineral . r^i *-i Minerals Exploration Administration Project
Contract, Docket Tio. DXEA-1 and 1A r^^t i J1A, Co^odity lead, 2inc, (original COntract
No. IDX-Eii), dated June 13 loci . fi-.♦ . j -. „1J' 1951' Flr5t tended Contract No. IDK-EJ,, dated J16, 1953; Second Amended Contract No. Tnv_Elj, ^ June ^ ^^ ^ ^
of the leased premises affected by said contract is embracj within J/J"
*os. 2.nd 3owned ^ Chlef Consolldated yilning c^ aM Agn ^ ^
Pl.t attached hereto, marked Exhibit .E.f .nd de5crlbed upon ^^ .^
also hereto attached.
«.«!« c«v.M.„c. b. th. b.tur „„.< .od'CM.r Ccn.oHa.!., *ABt .
Co^ .o «,„„, B.„ Cr„k ^ w> ^ ^^ CKi5olidatea ^ ^_
W. «c™t, .n ^Ul! d„. tt. Drdted sut„ md„ „„ contract_ ^
-ch Wlntl CM.r.C^d.t.d >ining COTpjn7 ^ Ml„buTse W ^^^
monthly as billed.
or vMch b,, b„ ^ by t„.m, .nd tht .^ of ^^ ^^ ^
part, «,.„•, is k.r«b, cmfiraed ^ ^ ^^ ^^^ ^ ^
inter..! or which th. .„* >hmU perUin.
ract
one
» wins vssar. lh. ,«„ he„to ^ umJ „_ ^^
!o b. .i^i b, «,,!, «specti„ eo^u orficen thtrtuotc
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authorized and their several corporate seals to be hereunto affixed
duly attested, all as of the day and year first hereinabove written.
ATTEST:
ATT^T; ~ ' .
'•V^S_.
AiiZST;
ATTEST:
S-
^ v^
ATTZST: ^
^-A_<
'-*,
ATTEST x^
7
1/
Secretary.
Secretary.
Secretary.
Secretary.
Secretary.
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